Introducing the 1480
INTRODUCING

THE MODEL PCL-505
AURAL STUDIO-TRANSMITTER LINK

From the pioneers in solid-state aural studio-transmitter links (STL) comes an all new system — the Model PCL-505. Monaural and composite versions of the PCL-505 are available to fulfill all requirements. The composite approach, a single link for stereo, was a Moseley first! Even quadraphonic stereo has been considered in the design of this system. Modular construction is used throughout the transmitter and receiver and greatly simplifies routine service and maintenance. True direct frequency modulation, first used in the Moseley PCL-303 STL, assures the maximum possible performance. For the international broadcaster, the PCL-505 is available for operation in all common STL bands from 148 MHz to 960 MHz. Request Bulletin 250 for full details on this outstanding system.

Visit us in Booths 4 and 5 during the NAFMB Convention in New Orleans and see the PCL-505 STL.

Moseley Associates, Inc.
Santa Barbara Research Park
111 Castilian Drive
Goleta, California 93017
Telephone (805) 968 6621
Telex 694448 Cable Moseley
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For those who don’t already know it, besides manufacturing color and monochrome television cameras for a variety of end-user markets for nearly a quarter century, Cohu also produces a broad line of Studio Processing Equipment including—Sync Generators · Dot Bar Generators · Pulse Distribution Amplifiers · Video Distribution Amplifiers · Subcarrier Distribution Amplifiers · Video Encoders · Encoder Enhancers and Video Switchers.

Let us serve your processing equipment needs as well as provide you the TV camera to do the job.

For further information please contact your local Cohu Sales Engineer or Cohu, Inc., Electronics Division, P.O. Box 623, San Diego, California 92112. Telephone: (714)-277-6700. TWX: 910-335-1244.

SEE US AT NABE BOOTH 46 & 47

COHU SALES OFFICES:
NEW ENGLAND · Bedford, MA 617-275-6270 · NEW YORK · Flushing Park, NJ 201-377-6236 · WASHINGTON, DC 301-368-2081 · GREAT LAKES · Des Plaines, IL 312-204-4020 · NORTH CENTRAL STATES · Lincoln, NE 402-482-0800 · SOUTHEAST · Orlando, FL 305-396-4181 · ROCKY MOUNTAIN · Denver, CO 303-512-3951 · TEXAS · Arlington, TX 760-458-1737 · NORTHWEST · Mercer Island, WA 206-232-3565 · CALIFORNIA · San Diego 714-277-6277, Thousand Oaks 805-492-1990, Ontario 714-405-3800, Palm Springs 714-328-6280
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in this issue...

17 Telephone Multiplex. Telephone multiplex techniques have been refined for a variety of applications by common carriers and microwave users. By using these developments, the broadcast engineer can better utilize his existing facilities, conserve spectrum and increase the station's return on investment. J. Walter Johnson.

24 Antenna Pattern Shaping. Special pattern shaping in the design of antennas make possible efficient coverage of difficult service areas. The antenna described in this article was designed to serve the Los Angeles basin from Mount Wilson.

36 The Audio Engineer As A Professional. The writer passes along professional approaches to recording sessions that help improve the image of the station and the engineer. Todd Boettcher.

42 Introducing The 1480. An innovative waveform monitor is introduced to the industry. It features greater CRT brightness, accurate internal standards, and functions that assist the engineer in waveform identification and comparison.

About the Cover
The picture shows a 1480 - described on page 42 of this issue - an all-new waveform monitor. Picture courtesy of TekTronix and station KGW-TV, Portland, Oregon.
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DESCRIPTION

Grass Valley Group Borderline Generators are used to add borders to captions and titles from camera video signals or character generators. The added borders greatly enhance the insert visibility, and are particularly effective in situations requiring a white insert into a predominantly white scene.

Model 3271 is for use with GVG 1400 Series switching systems and 900 Series special effects equipment. The keying circuitry in the special effects amplifier is utilized for the inserting function, thereby enabling effects such as wipe key between bordered inserts.

Model 3272 is for use with special effects equipment of other manufacturers. It provides a widened key signal output which can be connected to the external key input of most special effects systems. The widened key output, together with a slightly delayed (H and V) title video signal, is used to achieve the border effect.

Model 3273 is a complete system which provides bordered inserts into a composite video signal, such as at the output of a switching system. The unit is entirely self-contained and requires no horizontal or vertical driving signals.

Borderline Generators are available for NTSC, PAL, PAL-M, and CCIR standards.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, NY 11021
(516) 487-1311

4419 Van Nells Blvd, Ste 307
SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403
(213) 990-5172

1644 Tullie Cir, NE
ATLANTA, GA 30329
(404) 654-0521

P.O. Box 482
MABANK, TX 75147
(214) 887-1181

125 So Wilke Rd
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60005
(312) 394-1344
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by Howard T. Heads

OTP VHF TV Channel "Drop-In" Plan Still Under Study

The Commission continues to analyze the "plan" prepared by the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) for the addition of approximately 65 new VHF TV channel assignments in the nation's top 100 markets (see 4/74 B.E.). All of the new assignments proposed by OTP would be at substandard spacings from existing stations, in many instances by very substantial distances.

A number of factors have complicated the Commission's attempts to study the OTP proposal. For one thing, OTP has continued to revise many of the technical details of the plan, including the criteria used in determining the availability of assignments, and in many instances changes have been made in the channels proposed to be assigned in the various markets. Also, OTP based many of its proposed assignments on specific transmitter sites and OTP has changed many of these sites in an attempt to establish the workability of specific proposals. In most cases, these transmitter sites are far removed from the cities involved and from other TV transmitters serving the market.

There have already been some requests by individual UHF licensees to implement specific proposals. The United Churches of Christ (UCC) has urged the Commission to adopt the plan as a whole, and has chided the Commission's staff for various aspects of its engineering analysis of the proposal. The plan has drawn fire from existing stations, both VHF and UHF, the former fearing widespread interference as a result of the substandard spacings, while UHF licensees contend that the plan undermines UHF TV broadcasting just at a time when UHF operations are beginning to enjoy reasonable success.

FCC Administrative Law Judge in Novel Decision

In a decision believed to be the first of its kind, an FCC Administrative Law Judge (previously called Hearing Examiner) has proposed to deny two competing applications for a new FM broadcast station in West Virginia. Although the proposed denials are based in part on non-engineering matters, the judge also concluded that the applications, each for a Class B station, proposed height and power well in excess of that required to reach the intended service area. Class B FM stations are required to operate with a minimum ERP of 5 kW with a maximum restriction of 50 kW. For effective antenna heights above 500 feet above average terrain, a power reduction below 50 kW is required. No

(Continued on page 6)
Can't see the forest for the trees?

If the few proverbial trees bearing certain names are hiding the many broadcast equipment possibilities from you, we urge you to step out and examine the whole forest. These days none of us can afford to buy by maker's name alone. The woods are full of brand names, old and new, and we again invite you to glance through a few published features of high powered FM transmitters bearing popular names...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer &amp; Model</th>
<th>GATES</th>
<th>CCA</th>
<th>COLLINS</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>SPARTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM20H3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>611C-1B</td>
<td></td>
<td>625A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output</td>
<td>21.5kW</td>
<td>27.5kW</td>
<td>22.5kW</td>
<td>20kW</td>
<td>25kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver as Auxiliary Capability</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR Protection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of</td>
<td>42&quot; W</td>
<td>38&quot; W</td>
<td>68-15/16&quot; W</td>
<td>48-3/4&quot; W</td>
<td>34&quot; W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest</td>
<td>76&quot; H</td>
<td>70&quot; H</td>
<td>71&quot; H</td>
<td>77&quot; H</td>
<td>75&quot; H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet</td>
<td>32 3/4&quot; D</td>
<td>34&quot; D</td>
<td>27&quot; D</td>
<td>32 1/4&quot; D</td>
<td>25 1/4&quot; D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note the considerations that even a quick comparison can reveal. For instance the Sparta 25 kw FM transmitter, due to its modular construction in smaller cabinets, is easier to transport and install in any location, yet through thoughtful design it offers far superior accessibility. APC and VSWR protection may be available at extra cost on some models listed, but on our 625A they are standard.

Making equipment decisions today can be more difficult than ever, with such a thicket of names and claims to choose among. Only careful, detailed comparison should guide your choice, and surely our brief chart above gives reason for you to inquire further of all manufacturers. Evaluation of claims in depth will best serve your interests. And ours.

Start now by getting full, exact specifications on Sparta FM transmitters, AM transmitters, audio equipment and Spartamation systems and components. We want you to write or call us collect, today, for the Sparta equipment information you need.

We're in the business of You.
minimum effective antenna height is specified.

In the West Virginia case, both applicants, after various amendments to their technical proposals, went into the hearing asking for the maximum coverage permitted by the Rules. The judge proposed to deny both applications, concluding that the proposals were in conflict with sections of the Communications Act dealing with the "equitable distribution of radio service" and requiring stations to "use the minimum amount of power necessary".

The final decision in this case must come from the Commission itself. If this doctrine is adopted, it will be contrary to many past Commission decisions where the Commission has encouraged applicants to make the maximum and most efficient use of their technical facilities.

Revisions to Part 74 Proposed

The Commission has proposed long-sought revisions to Part 74 of its Rules. This part deals with the various auxiliary services, such as remote pickup stations, STL's and the like.

The proposed new Rules are modeled to a considerable extent along the lines of the Rules governing land mobile operation. Log-keeping would be minimized and operator requirements would be substantially relaxed. The Commission confirms its system of priorities on the use of remote pickup facilities with first priority to go to actual program distribution, followed by "order wire" services and miscellaneous communications in that order. We'll bring you more details in next month's column.

Short Circuits

The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) is scheduling a series of fall engineering conferences in connection with a series of regional meetings. These meetings will be held in New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Denver and Las Vegas during October and November, and will feature a wide variety of topics of interest to broadcast engineers. The Commission has emphasized the importance of providing principal city coverage (70 dBu) by an FM station by including a hearing issue on the subject in a recent case. The Commission has ruled that CATV systems may import late-night programming in any manner they choose so long as all stations required to be carried by the system are off the air. The NAB has asked the Commission to permit the operation of television transmitters on a fully automatic basis. The Cable Satellite Access Entity (CSAE) is continuing to study the use of space satellites for cable system programming and networking. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), as part of a plan to erect roadside signs listing radio stations carrying weather information, has ruled that both AM and FM stations may be listed on the signs. The Commission has proposed to prohibit the manufacture of power amplifiers which might be used illegally with 27 MHz CB transmitters; the Commission has authority under existing law. "Snowmobiling" was the latest topic of a Fairness Doctrine ruling involving a Schenectady, N.Y. TV station.
an ECONOMICAL Choice!

With the MAXI-

$10,795

or the mini

$8,295

The MAXI features 16 inputs and the mini has 10. All inputs may be composite or non-composite. Four busses are standard but when combined with an “QBOS” (one bus quad split) the capabilities of an 8 bus system is attained. The keyer is down-stream to the effects enabling wipes (or Quads) to be done behind ALL keys including chroma keys. Other STANDARD features are: a program channel processing amplifier, an internal blackburst-color matte generator, a 12 pattern programmable special effects generator, a positioner and a spotlight, a cutbar, program and preview output switching, “split handles” on mix and effects, a 3-input keyer with a rate adjustable “blink” feature. All this plus more, much—much more! Ask any one of over 50 satisfied users of the ADC 556.

OPTIONS?

Not many but there are a few—an RGB chroma keyer, Audio-follow-Video, and OBQS, Pattern modulator, longer control cables.

AMERICAN DATA CORPORATION
AN AIRPAX COMPANY
315 WYNN DRIVE, N.W. P. O. BOX 5228 HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35805 TEL. 205-837-5180

ADC SOUTHEAST 205-837-5180  
ADC SOUTHWEST 713-941-7272  
ADC MID- ATLANTIC 301-460-1454  
ADC NORTHEAST 617-237-2600  
ADC WEST 213-387-7756
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the Vital way to tv automation

- New modular computer concept
- Extremely versatile, fast and reliable
- Easy operation with no computer training
- Standard and custom formats available
- 64 characters per line
- 27 events displayed at one time
- Full editing capabilities
- Multiple pre-rolls without time restrictions
- Full transition capability including fades, dissolves, pattern wipes and inserts
- Complete logging facilities for management and FCC purposes
- Manual override always “hot”
- Power failure protection
- Complete plant communications with auxiliary monitors
- Full spectrum of equipment can be controlled in any configuration and quantity
- Events on-air — by real, elapse, duration or cue time, plus manual
- Two automation systems in one: on-air plus 8 programmable selections for microwave switching, VTR’s into record, etc.
- Optional mass data storage available for advanced scheduling from 27 events to one year

Several stations in America now enjoy daily use of the Vital Automation System. Write for your brochure describing our VIMAX-27 system.

Make Vital Industries, Inc. your single responsible source for your total system needs.

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 - Phone 904/378-1581
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You can now replace your "VR" heads... and save more than just time!

INFOMAG, the largest independent manufacturer of magnetic recording heads, is now supplying audio, cue and erase replacement heads for Ampex VR 1000, 1200 and 2000 video recorders. We're doing it in less time than anyone else, and at less cost. These are exact replacement assemblies, except ours have improved signal characteristics, providing more uniform performance throughout the full frequency spectrum. INFOMAG VR-type replacement heads also feature an all-metal face, in place of your current epoxy construction, to give you longer head life.

Delivery is the fastest in the industry, and loan assemblies are available to keep your VTR on the air.

There is an alternative... INFOMAG

Write or phone for details.

INFOMAG
INFORMATION MAGNETICS CORPORATION
2873 Metropolitan Place/Pomona, Calif. 91767/(714) 593-7461
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SMPTVE Studies Code System

Piggybacking identifying or code signals on television broadcast signals as now transmitted has challenged engineers and technologists and the Federal Communications Commission, with extensive attention given by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. More than a year of studies by the SMPTE and technical communications from the SMPTE to the FCC have been published to set forth dilemmas with certain proposals for transmitting coded patterns in the television picture area. There was an extensive test of effects on home receiver image areas, analyzed by age of sets and by color/black-and-white.

A 48-page reprint from the Journal of the SMPTE is available at no charge upon request to the Society’s Headquarters, 362 Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, NY 10583. On-going search for a solution is now in the hands of JICIC Ad Hoc Committee on Television Broadcast Ancillary Signals chaired by Robert A. O’Connor (of CBS Television Network) representing NAB. His initial report appears in the Journal of the SMPTE for December 1973, pp. 1017-1020. This is also available upon request to the SMPTE.

An important activity in the search for a code system is a full day of discussion to evaluate the business needs and requirements planned for the SMPTE Technical Conference at Toronto, November 10-15, under the chairmanship of R. J. Zavada, who wrote the report on the home receiver image area test. Full details will soon be released by the Society.

RCA Exhibits At International Show

RCA Broadcast Systems demonstrated its newest color TV cameras and video tape recorders, including portable units that virtually equal studio equipment in performance, at the International Broadcast Convention Sept. 23-27 in London.

The exhibit marked the first European showing of RCA’s new TR-600 compact video tape recorder, a quadruplex machine that features many automated functions for simplified operation.

New circuitry and packaging have reduced the TR-600’s weight to 700 pounds—about half that of predecessor models — and its size to three feet wide, two feet deep and five feet high. The recorder will be available in three versions, for operation in the PAL, SECAM or NTSC color standard. The PAL machine was demonstrated at the London convention.

A second video tape recorder demonstration featured the TR-70C, the company’s top-of-the-line system, operating in the Quad II format. Quad II is the designation for a group of proposed modifications to 625-line video recording systems.

The principle proposals are intended to improve machine performance, provide a second program audio channel, and to reduce costs through operation at 7½ inches per second tape speed, half the normal rate.

Additionally, RCA operated its portable 7PR-10 video tape recorder which is credited with producing in-the-field program tapes that are equivalent in picture quality with those made by larger studio systems.
**SMPTE Ready For Toronto Conference**

Exhibit space for SMPTE’s Equipment show in Toronto has recently gone on sale according to an announcement by SMPTE Exhibit Chairman Robert Dexter, O.E.C.A., Toronto.

The exhibit is being held in conjunction with SMPTE’s 116th Technical Conference at the Four Seasons Sheraton Hotel, November 10-15. This is the first time the SMPTE has met in Toronto since 1961, although there were two highly successful conferences in Montreal in 1965 and 1971.

The SMPTE will have 78 booths available for exhibits at the Four Seasons Sheraton. A wide range of professional motion picture and TV equipment will be on display. The price of a 8 ft. by 10 ft. booth is $600 ($480 to SMPTE Sustaining Members).

The Exhibit will open on Monday, Nov. 11 at 5:00 p.m., with an Open House sponsored by the exhibitors. From that point, the exhibit will run through 6:00 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 14. Admission to the exhibit will be by conference registration badge or by an exhibit pass, available from exhibitors or at the registration desk at the conference.

A crowd of more than 3,000, representing all facets of the motion picture and television industries, is expected to attend the exhibit.

For further information about the SMPTE Equipment Exhibit, and the Technical Conference, please write to SMPTE, Att: Conference Coordinator, 862 Scarsdale Ave., Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583.

---

**Pre-Sunrise Power Reduction**

In our June issue we ran an article on pre-sunrise. What we didn’t do was to show how the power division ratio would look for 250, 500, and 1000 Watts. For those of you who would like to try the arrangement described in the article, here is your reference chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 TRANSMITTER POWER WATTS</th>
<th>2 POWER DIVISION RATIO</th>
<th>3 POWER TO DUMMY</th>
<th>4 POWER TO ANTEenna</th>
<th>5 R DUMMY OHMS</th>
<th>6 R ANTEenna OHMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19/1</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>9/1</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power reduction data to 50 Watts for various transmitter power outputs. Load to transmitter with resistances shown 50 Ohms.

---

**“I jumped from tugboat to television**

after I got my First Class FCC License”

What do you do with your off-duty hours if you work in the engine room of a tugboat? Well, if you’re Richard Kohn of Anahuac, Texas, you learn electronics with CIE. As he tells it: “Even before I finished my course, I passed my First Class FCC License exam and landed a job as broadcast engineer with KFDM-TV in Beaumont, Texas. Then in my first year at KFDM, I finished my CIE course, earned two raises and became a “two-car” family! Not bad for an ex-tugboat hand!” I’d recommend Cleveland Institute of Electronics to anybody interested in broadcasting.”

You need an FCC ticket to move ahead in broadcasting, and five out of CIE’s seven career courses prepare you to “sit for” the Government FCC Commercial License exam. In a recent survey of 787 CIE graduates, better than 9 out of 10 CIE graduates passed the Government FCC examinations. That’s why CIE can offer this famous Money-Back Warranty:

When you complete any CIE licensing course you’ll get your FCC License or be entitled to a full refund of all tuition paid. This warranty is valid during the completion time allowed for your course. You get your FCC License ... or your money back.

Send coupon below for FREE book. For your convenience, we will try to have a representative call. If coupon is missing, write: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc., 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

**Approved Under G.I. Bill**

All CIE career courses are approved for educational benefits under the G.I. Bill. If you are a Veteran or in service now, check box for G.I. Bill information.

---

**MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK**

**Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.**

1776 E. 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Please send me your FREE book, "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name ________________________________ (please print)

Address ________________________________

City __________________________ State _______ Zip ________ Age _______

Veterans and Servicemen:

☐ Check here for G.I. Bill information.
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The Color Video Digitizer

Here's a new low-cost A/D video digitizer that gives you high quality real-time conversion of color TV or other video bandwidth waveforms. Only $2300 in onesey-twoseys, it's also available in OEM order lots at substantial discounts.

FEATURES:
- Conversion rates to 15MHz
- 8-bit (1 in 256) resolution
- 75 Ohm, 1V full scale input
- Precise track-and-hold performance
- Balanced ECL output drivers
- Differential ECL strobe input
- Easy-to-fix PC card construction
- Converts NTSC or PAL color signals
- Has a companion D/A converter for only $700 to ensure system compatibility.

Data sheets are available. And our reps will be delighted to arrange a demo. Call or write Biomation, 10411 Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA 95014. Phone: (408) 255-9500. TWX 910 338 0226.
Try one free

In the broadcast cartridge world, the simpler the better. That's why the design of the audiopak A-2 eliminates parts that can give you trouble.

The lessons learned from our years of experience developing the world's leading B-track cartridge have been applied to our audiopak A-2. The result is a more durable, more reliable broadcast cartridge. And because we manufacture the entire product—from tape to packaging—we can assure you of the highest possible quality control.

We're so sure we have the best product on the market, we want to prove it... at no cost to you. For your free sample and more information on the audiopak A-2 broadcast cartridge, write on your company letterhead to: Capitol Magnetic Products, Division of Capitol Records, Inc., 1750 North Vine St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90028. Attention: Marketing Manager, Professional Products.
SBE Fellows

In each of the next several issues of Broadcast Engineering, as in the past three issues with the cooperation of the publisher, the qualifications and experience of one of the SBE Fellows will be presented. In this issue we have selected Charles Hallinan who served two terms as President, two terms as Executive Vice President, and later served for several years as Executive Secretary.

At the present time Hallinan is an Engineering Sales Representative for CCA Electronics, Gloucester City, N.J. Previouis to that he was Chief Engineer for a number of years for WKOP AM-FM, Binghamton, N.Y. It was while in that position that he founded Chapter 1, Binghamton, N.Y., the first SBE chapter, and served as its chairman. Shortly after, he was elected to the position of Executive Vice President of the SBE.

He was elected to the grade of Fellow in 1971. His petition reads: “For the many years of devoted service to the Society of Broadcast Engineers, Charles Hallinan, Senior Charter Member #99, is hereby proposed for the membership grade of Fellow. Through his efforts the Society grew from a few hundred members and a few local chapters to over 1200 members and 18 active local chapters.”

Progress of the SBE under the influence of Charles Hallinan was substantial. Some of the things he has been instrumental in bringing about were mentioned in previous issues of other SBE Journals and in newsletters to members. Charlie is not typical of the VIP; he is an extremely modest, hardworking man, preferring to stay somewhat in the shadows as far as publicity is concerned. However, he never ceases to extol the benefits of joining and promoting the SBE. He played a significant part in forming virtually every early chapter of the SBE.
Chapter 15: New York, N. Y.
Chairman: John M. Lyons
Woodside, N. Y. 11377

Members and guests met on Thursday August 9th at the WORX Presentation Theater, New York Times Building, 229 West 43rd St., to hear Dean Sargent, Consultant, talk about Broadcast Practices and Measurements; his discussion centered on understanding the latest FCC rules and regulations on the taking of field measurements as a general practice. A question-and-answer session followed. Sargent is an independent consultant in broadcast engineering.

Chapter 22: Central New York
Chairman: Mort Miller
Syracuse, N. Y. 13214

The chapter is cooperating with chapters 1 and 2 in sponsoring the Mini-vention on October 11th at the Owego Treadway Inn, Owego, N.Y. No summer meetings were scheduled.

Chapter 25: Indianapolis, Ind.
Chairman: Joe Missick
Indianapolis, Ind. 46202

The July meeting of the chapter included a tour of the facilities of Ft. Benjamin Harrison. No further information was received up to press time except a report that Harold E. Ennes has been making excellent recovery after having been stricken ill just as the tour was to start. Those who wish to send a card may forward it to Ennes at 1175 Parkway Drive, Beech Grove, Indiana 46107.

Chapter 26: Chicago, Ill.
Chairman: Bradley Anderson
Chicago, Ill. 60680

On July 23rd, at Omega Recording Studios, 20 West Hubbard St., Bill Raventos of Electro-Voice presented a program on the New Developments in Microphones, including the small “Tie-Tack” Electretes. Further information on future Chicago chapter meetings is available from Brad Anderson, 996-7912; Jim Grinnell, 263-0800, Ext 223; Bob Churchill, 729-5215, and Ken Steininger, 598-5388. Chapter sustaining members include Telemation Productions; Mike Dyer, Distributor; Rich Engineering; and Swiderski Electronics.

Chapter 32: Tucson, Az.
Chairman: Hobart J. [Bart] Paine
Tucson, Az. 85717

The August 16th meeting, held at KOLD-TV Studios, featured Mr. Frank Santucci, Senior Product Manager, Ampex Redwood City, Calif., who demonstrated the VPR-7900 and the TBC-800 digital time base corrector. Bill Roh of Roh's Initiated the program which was made possible by Don Bowdish of Ampex field service. Results of election held in July are: Chairman, H. J. "Bart" Paine, Univ. of Arizona College of Medicine; Vice Chairman, George Nickle, KOLD-TV; Secretary-Treasurer, Charles Glickman, University of Arizona, College of Engineering; Board Member, Armand Sperduty, N.R.A.O.

Appointed as Director of Programs Eugene Stough of KUAT-TV; and as Director of New Memberships is Bill Roh, Roh's Inc.

It was noted that the chapter enjoyed a 400% increase in membership in the past year.

Chapter 33: Southwestern Ohio
Chairman: John McNally
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

The chapter was officially chartered and a $100 rebate check received to cover “seeding” expense. Information on future meetings is available from Chairman McNally at 1511 Woodview Lane, Hamilton, Ohio 45013.

Chapter 34: Albuquerque, N.M.
Chairman: Guy D. Smith
Albuquerque, N. M. 87110

The chapter received official notification from SBE headquarters of its charter along with a check for $100 to cover “seeding” expenses. Information on future meetings will be available from Guy D. Smith, Chairman, KZAZ/KXST, 2401 Quincy, N.E., P.O. Box 3280, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Louisville, Kentucky
Chairman: Charlie Kendall
Louisville, Ky.

The May meeting, with Charles Kendall as presiding officer, featured a demonstration of the P.B.S. Satellite Antenna. John Ball gave a description of the antenna and told the locations of the Canadian Satellites Guide I and Guide II. Tom Reeves gave a technical description of the receiver needed to receive and process the signals from the satellites. Reception was good but with some local interference from AT&T land facilities. Paul Kelly was chairman for the June 19th meeting which included a tour of the KET facilities with the main portion of interest being the Ampex RA-4000 Automatic Programmer and how it is used to speed the editing of video tape programs.

...your Broadcast Studio will really be off limits when Fidelipac’s new Studio On Air Light is lit. Its brilliant red lettering on jet black background can be seen even in the brightest ambient light conditions. Face plate made of unbreakable Plexiglas®, comes complete with lamps and mounting hardware. Measures 5” high by 10” long by 2½” deep. Available now from your Fidelipac distributor for just $28.95.
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The famous leaning tower of Pisa, central Italy, is 180 ft. high and 14 ft. out of the perpendicular — and still moving.

The AUTOMATIC MODEL 875 provides the best enhancement for color and monochrome television pictures.

No need to have your image look bad! Enhancement without a 1-line delay. DYNASCIENCES MODEL 852 — CONTOURS FROM GREEN is utilized for contour enhancement for a three tube color television camera.

Sharp Image! MODEL 832 — IMAGE ENHANCER features comb filter, sharpens color and monochrome television pictures.

Lean on the MODEL 468, VERTICAL APERTURE EQUALIZER to correct for loss of fine detail.

Your Image doesn’t have to lean the wrong way! THE MODEL 444, VIDEO ENHANCER, increases the clarity of monochrome television pictures at a most economical price.
Bowling

Indy, Pocono and Riverside

The Belmont, Preakness, Derby

College football's greatest games

Motorcycle racing

Baseball

NFL championship games

Hunting and fishing

Billie Jean King and World Team Tennis

Notre Dame football highlights

Great moments in boxing

Masters, Open and PGA

Surfing

3650 hours of sports programs a year for $750

This is truly an exciting new sports concept—ALL Sports/ALL Day. A complete cable television program package. With pre-sold advertising. Space for local TV spots. Free promo campaigns. These sports and more—exclusive to your system.

INTERESTED? CONTACT:

CONTINENTAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
56 Haddon Avenue, 3rd Floor, Haddonfield, N. J. 08033 Phone: 609-428-5170
Temperature effects on the system

By Kenneth Wayne

The hot summer is over and CATV technicians are relieved because the cooling weather will eliminate many cable system problems. Many, but not all.

The temperature effects on cable systems is a year-round problem. The most notable and quickest to remedy is the center conductor pull-outs in the dead of winter. This happens when there is an extreme drop in temperature and has its worst effect on improperly constructed or maintained systems. Center conductor pull-outs will continue to recur until the aerial constructed system is rectified with a good relashing job, satisfactory expansion loops, and good quality connectors.

The temperature effects on cable systems of a continuing nature are most prevalent during the period from spring through fall. The obvious problem being temperature variations and atmospheric conditions causing poor signal propagation and reception.

The first place to start eliminating problems would be at the head-end. When the temperature is in the area of egg cooking time on the sidewalks, the inside of the head-end building on the rocky butte above timberline can also be hotter than...! That problem should be eliminated with air conditioning. That is where the signal is being processed and that is where it should have the opportunity to be at its very best.

The office personnel can possibly make do with a fan to blow the hot air around as perspiration has a cooling effect when it evaporates from the body. Electronic equipment generates its own heat with no way to cool itself lower than the ambient temperature, and combining these generated temperatures with Mother Nature’s warmth ultimately leads to rapid deterioration. The head-end should be at a thermostatic controlled temperature. With a constant cool temperature, the equipment that operates 24 hours a day, every day, will function longer and more efficiently and not require costly, unnecessary maintenance.

Problems can also occur with cable when it is extremely hot. The cable lengthens as the temperature increases simply because metals expand with heat.

There are four dissimilar metals hanging on poles of a cable system. The messenger of galvanized coated steel, the coaxial cable shield of aluminum, the center conductor of copper, and the stainless steel lashing wire. All the metals have different rates of expansion and contraction. Throw in the black poly jacket and the white foam dielectric and we find there is a lot of movement going on between the shady alleys and sunny streets.

Now, consider the temperature of, say 60 degrees at midnight and the surface temperature of 160 degrees at 2:30 in the afternoon sun. It is certain that somewhere, something is going to give. Usually it is the lashing wire that breaks and that eyesore should be fixed as soon as it is noticed because that is where you may find yourself on Christmas Eve, fixing the center conductor pull-out when it’s 20 degrees below zero!

We find, too, that the system has gained a vast amount of footage on a very hot day. This gain has made the distance between amplifiers longer and the cascade of the system is at the top of the list of priorities. System engineers have determined the proper spacing of amplifiers with acceptable tolerances utilizing different sizes and types of coaxial cable.

With proper spacing, utilization of AGC, the correct compensators, good construction practices, and lots of luck, the subscribers at the extremities should have just as good pictures as the head-end. They will if the system levels are maintained. But, if trouble calls come in from the end of the line, subscribers complaining of weak, snowy pictures and the TV looks good at the head-end when it’s 100 degrees in the shade, then probably the system isn’t compensating for the stretched out cable.

If the cable only expands 1 percent on a system plant of 100 miles, that adds an additional mile to the system. That could mean more amps are needed if that expansion in the cascade of the system hasn’t been compensated for. (Not to mention, the thermal noise...the random motion of electrons in the whole of the system that have become more active in the heat...the signal to noise ratio, and the noise relations in a cascade of identical amplifiers.)

Over the years, technicians have found that the biggest problem of amplifier failure in the heat of summer is the individual amplifier power supplies burning out. This is caused by the plain fact that it gets
downright hot in those little weatherproof, airtight equipment housings and power supplies generate a vast amount of heat. Reflective colors and finned alloy cases are helping to eliminate the problem, along with advanced technology. A good technician can find the weak power supplies and replace the modules before they fail. If only he had the time and wasn’t trying to chase down the sporadic-E co-channel interference.

**Sporadic-E**

Of all system problems, the hardest to explain is the occurrence of sporadic-E co-channel interference. The subscriber is sitting down in the old easy chair on a pleasant evening ready to watch the six o’clock news on channel two. All of a sudden, little horizontal bars show up in the picture. They may immediately vanish only to reappear as big black bars that wipe out the picture. Maybe the picture will start rolling and there will be an audible high frequency whistle, only to disappear again. It can happen for just a second or two on one channel or last for days on several channels. What is it?

Simply put, this type of co-channel interference is skip. It originates at a minimum of 500 miles to a maximum of roughly 1500 miles for a single hop. I have heard people say of this phenomenon that they have seen pictures from clear across the country show up on their sets. Not only that, but the reception was better on the skip transmission than on the local.

The severe co-channel sporadic-E interference that shows up usually in the late afternoons (though it can occur anytime of the day) occurs most often in the spring and fall. This type of co-channel is limited to the low-band only (2-6) and any other co-channel interference on the high-band or co-channel of a prolonged nature is from signal propagation of a local source. That source could be as much as 300 miles within range of the receiver depending on the terrain of the country.

**At The Head-end**

Little or nothing can be done about minimizing the effects of sporadic-E interference. It is something we must cope with as long as transmissions are received over the air. But, if you are having problems with co-channel on the high band, almost any good technician or engineer can, at least, minimize that co-channel if the co-channel is getting into the system at the head-end and is not just scattered here and there within different parts of the system.

Sporadic community interference can be caused by MATV systems located within close proximity to receivers on CATV such as in apartment complexes. It can be caused by translated signals gaining backdoor entrance right into the subscriber’s set. Local signals carried on the same channel as the broadcaster without a frequency change can show up as two signals at the receiver. Most of these problems can be eliminated with proper shielding of equipment or isolating devices. It is obvious though, that there is nothing that the system can do to repair unshielded tuner wiring without infringing on the local TV repairman. You can show the customer that it is not really cable problems as much as it is receiver problems by showing him a picture with a portable test set. That doesn’t cure his problem, but he, at least, will know that it is not the cable.

In the part of the country where I live, the major signals are picked up nearly 100 miles away. Much of the terrain is rugged mountainous areas sweeping down to rolling prairies and valleys mixed with rivers, lakes, snowcapped peaks, and irrigated fields. Beautiful country, yes, but not ideal for signal transmission. The mixtures of air temperatures, thunder and electrical storms, just plain clouds, and even dust storms show the effects on the received signals. When these atmospheric conditions exist and they are happening 30 or 80 miles away between the transmitter and the head-end, it definitely is difficult to explain to the customer.

So, it isn’t really the extreme
His biggest problem was getting the job.

When John was hired five years ago he had good skills but I was apprehensive about his working here. The first thing I thought of was our workers' compensation rates. And then there was the question of how he was going to get around, how he'd get along with the other employees, and if he'd be too sick to handle the job on a daily basis.

Let me tell you he's worked out just fine. He's done his job well, my workers' compensation rates have actually gone down, and he's sick less than anyone in the whole place. You know, in the beginning I thought I was doing the guy a favor; now I've found that John has really done me one.
The University of Denver Research Institute's industrial economics division and the mass communications department will work with the city of El Segundo, Calif., Hughes Aircraft Corp., Teleprompter subsidiaries and the Los Angeles educational TV station. El Segundo's two-way cable system, the most advanced in the U.S., will be the basis for design of the experiment.

The project will be concerned with citizen government communications systems which can provide feedback to local officials, and citizen information systems, including provision of information on social services.

NFS expects to support from one to four of the experiments being designed under the recently-announced grants, according to Paul I. Bortz, senior research economist and project director for the University of Denver participation.

The experiment being designed by DU researchers will seek information on cost, audience interest, impact of programming, and problems of governance in such interactive television cable communications, Bortz said.
The Federal Communications Commission should not adopt rules to govern cable television franchise expiration or cancellation, or the continuation of service when either occurs, according to comments filed independently by five staff members of the Cable Television Information Center.

W. Bowman Cutter, the center's executive director, and staff members Edwin A. Deagle, Jr., Stanley Gerendasy, Susan C. Greene and John C. McGuire filed the comments in response to the FCC's notice relative to an inquiry on the advisability of adding specific rules to Section 76.31 (a) (3).

The group told the commission that "The disruptions and dislocations that may occur upon expiration or cancellation pose local problems, to which local solutions should be devised." Additionally, they said in cases where local franchises do not deal

(Continued on page CE-8)
with these issues state law governs the respective rights and liabilities of the parties, "and any political consequences that may result will be felt locally."

The four noted that state and local laws also govern franchise renewals and any negotiations involved in that process. "To require every franchise to include procedures for negotiating renewals may well conflict with local law," they said.

The filing observed that reimbursement of an original franchisee when a change of ownership occurs at the expiration of a franchise may be illegal in some jurisdictions.

The group also declared that arbitration may in some instances be a proper alternative to judicial proceedings in order to determine system value upon expiration or cancellation of a franchise, but it should not be uniformly required by federal law.

The four told the commission that the problem of disruption of service upon cancellation of a franchise is not a widespread one. They noted that this rulemaking was initiated by the FCC's desire to prevent disruption of service to subscribers and to prevent economic damage to cable operators who are unable to successfully negotiate a guarantee of receiving fair value from a new franchisee if renewal is denied. However, "We suggest that such an approach draws the Commission into assuming responsibility for the soundness of local policymaking, a result which is directly contrary to its stated goal of sharing regulatory responsibility with local franchising authorities," they stated.

"The Commission should take note of the increasingly responsible attitude with which local governments approach cable franchising, and encourage them to continue to do so by leaving them some of the important policy choices for which they will be held accountable in any event," they concluded.

The Cable Television Information Center, a part of The Urban Institute, is a private, nonprofit advisory group which assists local governments in the development of cable television in the public interest.

NEW PRODUCTS

Transmission Line Test System

Accurately measure telecommunication transmission line return loss and discontinuity position with the new Scientific-Atlanta Model 1691 Fault Locator.

The magnitude and exact location of faults caused by bent, crushed, corroded, misaligned, broken, or otherwise damaged transmission line is obtained rapidly and directly. The Model 1691 is used for quality assurance measurements during installation or as a preventive maintenance check on operating waveguide and coaxial systems. Return loss can be measured over a 60 dB dynamic range and with a distance display resolution of 0.1 foot over a 500-foot range.

Resultant echo distortion is easily obtained from these measurements. Units cover the frequency ranges of 1.7 to 11.7 GHz.
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Digital Clock/Calendar

Chrono-log is pleased to announce a new digital clock/calendar featuring standby power capabilities for up to several hours during power failure. The instrument will operate from either 115 V or 230 V AC, 50–400 Hz.

Several time base selections are offered including an internal line-synched multivibrator which will free-run at .01% stability during power failure, several internal crystal oscillators with stabilities as precise as 10⁻¹/week, or external customer supplied frequencies.

Buffered TTL compatible BCD outputs are provided in positive or negative logic and either parallel and/or character serial (bit parallel) format. The clock/calendar features an attractive dot-formed shaped-character LED display.
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Underground Equipment

The Ditch Witch R30 has become the newest member of the Ditch Witch line of Modularmatic underground equipment.

The Modularmatic concept comprises a basic vehicle which, by using interchangeable socket-mount modules, has the capability of performing many varied underground job functions.

Components available for the Modularmatic R30 include three different trenching modules, a vibratory plow, combo, utility backhoe, reel carrier, clean-sweep broom, hydraulic boring unit and hydraulic breaker.

The original 30-horsepower R30 trencher first was marketed one and a half years ago. It was redesigned to fit into the Modularmatic concept and joins the R40 and R65 Modularmatics to cover the field from 30-horsepower to 65-horsepower.

The Modularmatic R30 is available with either a 30-horsepower air-cooled gasoline or 30-horsepower liquid-cooled diesel. It is a four-wheel drive vehicle built on a rigid one-piece frame and has full hydraulic control of all modular components and operational functions. Travel speed during trenching and plowing is controlled hydraulically. A four-speed transmission is used for mobility and provides a selection of four mechanical digging chain speeds, plus reverse.
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Distribution Amp

A new, compact "Blue Chip" 40 MHz to 300 MHz trunk amplifier with distribution and automatic gain control was announced today by TOCOM, INC.

The new 300 TAD uses thin film hybrid amplifiers designed especially for CATV applications.

Preceding the trunk input amplifier is a plug-in pad or cable simulator to set input levels in the proper range and a plug-in equalizer to adjust the input slope.

Following the low noise input amplifier is a diode attenuator for automatic gain control, a plug-in equalizer to adjust the output slope, a diode slope pad for automatic slope control, a plug-in low frequency filter to attenuate all frequencies below 40 MHz, and the output amplifier for additional gain and high output capability.

Signal for the automatic gain control and automatic slope control is sampled at the trunk output.
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Telephone Multiplex
For The Broadcaster

By J. Walter Johnson
Coastcom, Concord, Calif.

In recent years, the broadcast, telephone and entertainment industries have become more specialized. Each has pushed to the forefront of its particular technology, often neglecting to take advantage of paralleled efforts in closely related industries. An outstanding example of this is the limited use of telephone multiplexing techniques in the broadcast industry.

Multiplexing is the technique of dividing a single broadband transmission facility, such as a cable or a microwave baseband, into multiple narrower band channels. This can be done in the frequency domain by frequency division multiplex (FDM), or in the time domain by time division multiplex (TDM). TDM is coming into greater use by the telephone industry to increase cable capacity, however, FDM multiplex is by far the most common multiplexing technique and also the most compatible with existing broadcast systems.

Of the several FDM techniques used, single sideband (SSB) is the predominant method of generating telephone multiplex channels.

Multiplex Generation

Telephone multiplex channels are most commonly generated at 4 kHz intervals in a 12 channel group from 4 to 52 kHz or 60 to 108 kHz. Higher density systems are generated by stacking five groups of 12 channels each to form a 60 channel supergroup. Five supergroups are combined to form a 300 channel master group and so on, until 1200 or 1800 channels are loaded onto one microwave carrier for transmission across the country.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a Coastcom SBC 700 CCITT standard multiplex channel. The voice signal is fed to an input amplifier and onto a diode peak limiter which is used to prevent any unusually strong signal from overloading the microwave system.

The voice signal and the carrier oscillator signal are fed to the balanced mixer modulator which nulls out the carrier and leaves the voice information modulated around the suppressed carrier frequency. The output of the mixer is a double sideband suppressed carrier signal. The channel filter selects the desired sideband, and the demodulator simply reverses the process.

An audio notch and low pass filter are used to remove undesired signaling tones or adjacent channel crosstalk.

Management Highlights

Over the years, telephone multiplex techniques have been refined for a variety of applications by common carriers and large private microwave systems users. By utilizing developments in these related industries, the innovative broadcast engineer can better utilize his existing facilities, conserve spectrum and increase his station’s return on investment.

Fig. 1 CCITT group A multiplex frequency plan.
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The signaling unit is required to multiplex the dial pulses along with the voice signal. When the phone is picked up, a tone is transmitted and interrupted by the dial pulses. There are three common methods of signaling: The international CCITT standard is an out-of-band 3825 Hz tone above the voice; Bell Telephone uses an inband tone of 2600 Hz; and the new commercial multiplex systems use the channel carrier, which is restored and pulsed to transmit the signaling information.

**Program Multiplex**

**On The Telephone Network**

U.S. broadcast networks pioneered by the Bell System in the 1930’s and 40’s standardized around a lower sideband 5 kHz multiplex channel with a carrier frequency of 88 kHz. This channel was designed to be carried along with 600 to 1800 voice channels on the national telephone network.

TV network audio transmission in the United States followed the same pattern while the video was carried separately on a dedicated facility. International standards, developed in the 1950’s, called for a 10 kHz lower sideband channel with a carrier frequency of 96 kHz. Today, many emerging nations are building their national broadcast networks utilizing 15 kHz program circuits, while in the U.S. a significant number of smaller radio stations still receive broadcast network feeds transmitted via a 3 kHz voice grade channel.

The filter and IC technology developed in the 1960’s has reduced the cost of both voice and program multiplex by more than 60 percent in the last decade, making it practical to provide a 10 kHz program channel with little or no loss of voice channel capacity over earlier 5 kHz designs. FM subcarrier sound multiplexing techniques developed for TV STL’s and intercity microwave links, offer a high performance 15 kHz program circuit at a fraction of the cost of a single sideband multiplex system utilizing complex channel filters.

As of this date, subcarrier diplexing techniques have found limited application in land line common carrier network service. However, due to the favorable cost and performance advantages of diplexing the audio over the video on a single satellite link, Canadian and U.S. domestic satellite common carriers have adopted these latest diplexing techniques for TV audio and cue channels.

Telephone multiplex systems have a controlled dynamic range. In order to prevent overloading the long distance telephone network, the peak audio is usually hard limited 10 dB above average program level. The 1,200 adjacent channels also generate a noise and crosstalk floor approximately 40 to 60 dB below average program level. This noise floor is normally the controlling factor in program signal-to-noise on a national network.

In order to overcome similar limitations in the recording industry, audio engineers have developed companders (compressor-expander) without most of the drawbacks of the older telephone companders. These units have the ability to take a 15 kHz program channel with a 90 dB dynamic range and compress it down to a 30 to 45 dB dynamic range before it is delivered to the transmission equipment. In this manner, peaks which would normally heavily distort are brought down well within the linear region of the multiplex transmission equipment. Low passages, which would normally fall below the noise floor, are lifted out of danger. At the far end, the program material is faithfully restored by a very linear expander to its original dynamic proportions.

This same technology makes it practical to provide very high quality STL’s and long haul stereo network intercities over otherwise
marginal facilities.

**Utilizing Telephone Multiplex**

Telephone multiplex techniques can greatly increase the capacity, return on investment and usefulness of broadcast STL’s or intercites. For example: FDM multiplex can be used on a 960 MHz AM radio station STL or intercity to provide a program channel from 50 Hz to 10 kHz with voice multiplex channels from 12-16, 16-20 or 20-24 kHz. These multiplex channels can provide remote transmitter control, a service channel, two-way radio control, intercity news relay, facsimile, data or teletype.

On multiple hop intercites, no intermediate equipment is required. By the addition of a nominal amount of end terminal equipment, the intercity system capacity can be greatly increased. These same techniques can be used on a 150 or 450 MHz remote pickup unit to provide a remote control or cue channel.

**FM Station STL’s**

Multiplex techniques can be readily used on FM broadcast STL’s by moving the voice channels higher on the STL baseband. On a parallel dual microwave stereo STL, the program filter cuts off at 15 kHz and voice channels are placed above 16 kHz. On a composite stereo STL, the channels are placed above 16 kHz. On a composite stereo STL, the channels are placed above 60 kHz.

**TV STL’s**

On a video link, some exciting benefits are possible. Due to the video interference on a TV STL and the fact that the majority of the baseband is used to transmit picture information, it is necessary...
When you get Football instead of Excedrin®, have you got a headache.

Switching the wrong inputs on-air isn’t just embarrassing—it can also be expensive. And now it’s unnecessary. Because now you can keep your switching straight—no matter how many inputs, how many monitors—with the 3M Brand Video Source Identifier.

Our VSI inserts up to 8 alphanumeric characters (3 of them remotely programmable) into any 525/625 line composite video signal. This identification code appears on all picture monitors, but is automatically removed when you hit the “take” or “tally” buttons.

And besides telling you which source you’re looking at, the 3M VSI can tell you which source you’re not looking at. When you lose an input, our VSI reinserts sync and lets you know which source is down. It’s reliable, just what you need when you’re calling the plays.

Write us for the name of your nearest 3M dealer and to arrange a demonstration. Or just call (612) 733-9037 today.

Excedrin® is a trademark of Bristol-Myers Co.
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to place the voice channels in the upper region of the baseband spectrum and devise a means of isolating them from the video.

This has been accomplished quite successfully with a broadband voice-over-video FM subcarrier diplexer, which can in turn be subdivided with voice or program multiplex channels. The FM subcarrier can be made immune to all but the most severe amplitude and phase nonlinearities in the microwave system and provide a 10 to 20 dB noise improvement.

Interference to the video is minimized since the subcarrier presents a constant load to the microwave which is independent of the voice channel load fluctuations. The noise and interference improvement of the FM subcarrier allows it to be transmitted at a level well below the video and, therefore, insures that there is no interference to the video or loss of video signal-to-noise.

Figure 5 shows two SBC 415 program audio and one SBC 424 wideband voice-over-video FM subcarrier diplexers in combination to provide multiple program, voice, and data channels on a single STL baseband.

Where a large number of program channels are required and the microwave capacity is limited, the SBC 424 wideband subcarrier can be multiplexed with SBC 502 single sideband program channels. Two subcarriers can be used to carry four program channels by direct modulating a left and right stereo channel on each subcarrier from 0-15 kHz. The TV aural can then be multiplexed from 32-48 kHz on one subcarrier and the AM radio station program from 32.44 kHz on the second subcarrier.

Similar voice-over-video techniques can be used on campus TV cable systems for multi-channel distribution of language lab material, document retrieval, CRT displays, etc.
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Fernseh means
And television means some good news, and some bad news. All of which means being there.

So you’ve got to be flexible.
You’ve got to be portable.
And you’ve got to be ready-to-go.

Fernseh handheld camera systems are lightweight and offer the speed and portability you need for electronic journalism, plus the video quality required for television production excellence.

The KCR-40 (shown front and center) is completely compatible with our standard KCU-40 and will operate from that system’s electronics. You can roam 325 feet on a quarter-inch cable, 2600 on a half. With an additional 50 feet between the head and back pack.

And if you’re a real independent, the battery operated KCN (shown with the cameraman) is completely self-contained and can be used in conjunction with a portable VTR.

Both KCR and KCN systems use the same camera head, which is the lightest in its class, weighing as little as a 16mm film camera.

Fernseh means television.
Television good news.

We'd welcome the opportunity to demonstrate the superior capabilities of Fernseh television equipment. A call to your nearest office will bring any further information you require.

Saddle Brook, Headquarters
(201) 797-7400
Chicago (312) 681-5000
Houston (713) 688-9171
Los Angeles (213) 649-4330

FERNSEH
Robert Bosch Corporation
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Optimizing vertical coverage of UHF-TV antennas

Special pattern shaping techniques in the design of television transmitting antennas make possible the efficient coverage of difficult service areas. The antenna described in this article was designed to serve the Los Angeles basin area from Mount Wilson on channel 58. The topography of the Los Angeles basin approximates the shape of an ellipse approximately 25 miles wide and 100 miles long.

Mount Wilson is located on the wide side of the ellipse, and has clear line of site to almost all of the service area. Because of the 5700 foot elevation, the depression angle to such sites as Pasadena, Altadena, La Canada, and other important service areas is 5° to 12° below the horizon. Special pattern shaping techniques are required for coverage of these sites.

Elevation Pattern Requirement

Figure 1 indicates the profile of the service area from Mount Wilson on a 220-degree true azimuth. It is evident that the elevation beam must be shaped to avoid the appearance of nulls in the pattern from the horizon to approximately 13 or 14 degrees below the horizon. It is also apparent that sites located at greater depression angles are progressively closer to the transmitting antenna. Consequently, free space attenuation will be proportionately less.
The Blue Funk
Good Times Rock 'n' Roll Band
dedicates its latest hit to
COASTCOM

It's called "My Denver Baby
Dug My New York Concert On TV Last Night".

Until now FM diplexers couldn't make it through the noise on a long haul TV network. Coastcom's Active Tracking Filter* changed all that. Now the full dynamics of the Blue Funk's music can travel coast-to-coast on S.O.V.™ (Stereo-Over-Video).

The active Tracking Filter creates a narrow 30 KHz window constantly centered on the carrier of the diplexed FM subcarrier. The Coastcom circuit reduces the noise bandwidth as much as 10:1, and utilizes only the top 35 dB of clean carrier extending above the noise, producing a full fidelity audio signal with a 65 dB S/N ratio.

Because of the Active Tracking Filter, Coastcom's SBC 418 multiplex systems achieve this advanced level of performance at low cost and without the risk of video interference from various digital audio encoding techniques.

The Active Tracking Filter is a Coastcom innovation with enormous problem-solving potential in communications multiplex applications.

Coastcom's guys are the multiplex specialists you've heard so much about. You'll be hearing more.

* Patent Pending

COASTCOM
2346 Stanwell Drive • Concord, California 94520
Telephone: 415/825-7500 • Cable: COASTCOM
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The proper beam-shaping techniques will provide for this difference in free-space attenuation and should be calculated to supply approximately the same received power to each television set regardless of distance and depression angle. Such a pattern shape is realizable and is called the cosecant-squared pattern. By taking the distance between the receive site and the transmitting antenna for each depression angle, the required pattern may be calculated and is shown on Figure 2.

There are, however, some other factors to be considered as well. The requirement placed on the Channel 58 antenna calls for a gain of 15.7 dB over a dipole. The azimuth pattern of this antenna should approximate that of a cardioid and give an azimuth directivity of approximately 2.7 dB. This means that the vertical directivity should be 13 dB over a dipole. To achieve such a gain, a relatively narrow elevation beam must be formed with a half-power beamwidth of approximately 2.75 or 3 degrees. Such a pattern is drawn on Figure 2. Without any beam shaping, the pattern will have several nulls in the area of 0 to 15 degrees depression angle. These nulls must be eliminated in order to provide the proper service to those locations where the nulls would fall.

In addition, an electrical beam tilt of approximately 1-1/2 degrees is indicated from the topography of the terrain. Figure 3 shows such a pattern with 1-1/2 degrees beam tilt with and without the necessary null fill. The required null fill is calculated in the following manner: For the required null fill, the equation

$$20 \log \left( \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\theta}{2} + \delta \right)}{\sin \theta} \right)$$

is utilized. In the equation, $\phi$ is the half-power beamwidth, $\delta$ is the beam tilt, and $\theta$ is the depression angle. Using this equation, the pattern in Figure 3 is drawn and is utilized as a guide for the required pattern shape.

**Beam Tilt**

Electrical beam tilt is easily achieved on any line source by designing the antenna with the appropriate phase progression along the antenna array. The design calls for a phase front radiated from the antenna so that it is orthogonal to a straight line drawn between the transmitting antenna location and the point where the peak of the main beam would fall. In other words, the phase front should exhibit an angle of 15 degrees with respect to the axis of the antenna.

**Null Fill-In**

Several techniques may be utilized to eliminate the undesired nulls.

A. **Unequal Power Division.**

This technique calls for dividing the antenna into two equal lengths and feeding the segments with unequal power. Some common ratios are 30 percent and 70 percent of the available power to the top and bottom segments, respectively, but other ratios may also be utilized.

The disadvantage of this technique is that it only fills in the first null directly adjacent to the main
If you waited for a portable color videotape dream machine...

Here it is! The incredible AKAI VTS-150 color videotape system—only 22 pounds light, yet featuring automatic editing that smacks of magic! Start with our 5.76 pound camera with built-in everything—servo controlled iris, automatic/manual aperture, built-in microphone, wide angle to telephoto 6X zoom lens (F2 to closed), 300 line resolution, white balance switch, electronic viewfinder/playback monitor, and two vidicon tubes for ultra sensitivity. Add our truly portable, battery powered videotape recorder/playback with automatic editing, stop motion, and sound dubbing. Throw in a reel of inexpensive ¼" full-color tape and you're ready to roll. Ordinary playback on TV monitor or regular color TV set—with a time base corrector, commercial telecasts from field to air with incredible speed, and no processing along the way. Put it all together, and you have a color videotape system that lets you tell it like it is, whoever you may be.

News, sports, medicine, communications. Now that you know, don't keep it under your hat. Find your nearest AKAI video dealer, or write AKAI America, Ltd., 2139 East Del Amo Boulevard, Compton, California 90220. Phone (213) 537-3880. Video Department.
We guarantee the unique individually tested

**ARISTOCART**

will deliver a consistently higher standard of voice and music reproduction than you'll get from any other cartridge on the market.

**SPECIFICALLY:**

Aristocart's exclusive internal guidance system delivers reel-to-reel fidelity — 20Hz to 15kHz — for the life of the tape. Phase stability is better than 90° to 12.5kHz with any properly aligned machine. Wow and flutter have been minimized.

Every Aristocart cartridge is factory tested before shipment for phase and frequency response. We replace at our expense for any malfunction, however caused.

believe your own ears

Switch to

**ARISTOCART**

A DIVISION OF WESTERN BROADCASTING LTD. 505 Burrard Street, Vancouver, Canada V7X 1M5 Tel: (604) 667-2844
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beam. Some second null fill-in may be realized by choosing the antenna segments to be unequal in length. This design does not afford a great deal of control and one major disadvantage is that null fill-in will occur, not only below, but also above the horizon therefore wasting energy by radiating it into unwanted directions.

**B. Quadratic Phase Error.**

A systematically calculated quadratic phase error may be introduced in addition to the linear phase shift required for tilting the main beam. The quadratic phase distribution may be described by the expression:

\[ \frac{P^2}{L^2} \delta \]

where: \( \delta = \) the relative phase at the distance \( L \) from the center of the array.

\( \delta = \) maximum desired phase error at the extremities of the array.

\( L = \) center-to-edge length.

\( L = \) distance to port from center of aperture.

This phase error will cause all nulls appearing in the antenna pattern to be filled in to varying degrees. The amount of null fill-in is proportional to the phase error and is readily controllable.

The major disadvantage of this system is that, as a result of the quadratic phase error, the main beam will be somewhat broadened and the antenna gain will be reduced in proportion to the phase error. Another major disadvantage is that this is a symmetrical error, thereby producing null fill-in not only below, but also above the horizon where null fill-in is not required. As in the first case, power will be radiated above the horizon where it does no good and will be wasted.

**C. Asymmetrical Pattern.**

The above two techniques are extensively used in television antenna design, since they are relatively simple. Not only are they simple in the theoretical sense, but also in physical realization. Phasing is accomplished by means of feeder-line length control and to solve the unequal power-division problem, a simple two-way power divider is constructed. To achieve the maximum possible gain while retaining the coverage required below the horizon, an asymmetrical pattern is required. This pattern would be characterized by a low level of radiation above the horizon, so that energy would not be radiated into unwanted directions and would follow a cosecant-squared curve below the horizon in the service area.

A more precise control on parameters is required to achieve this asymmetrical pattern. The design method utilized an iteration technique but instead of the procedure of calculating the pattern of a hypothetical antenna, and changing parameters until the results are satisfactory, the required antenna pattern is used as input and the size and current distribution for a given antenna pattern are calculated. The method is called pattern synthesis, and the procedure begins with specifying the required antenna pattern.

The broken line in Figure 3 indicates the desired pattern shape for this particular antenna. At elevation angles above the horizon, the radiation pattern is depressed in order to conserve energy. From the required beamwidth, it is easy to estimate the antenna size which, for the specific case under discussion, is approximately 20 radiating elements located approximately 1 wavelength apart. Utilizing this number 20, strategically located
data points are selected on the desired antenna pattern and from these points the required phase and amplitude information for each radiating element is calculated. With this information, the actual antenna pattern of such an array is calculated by a computer to visualize and predict the entire beam of the antenna. For all 20 data points, the calculated and desired patterns will coincide. For other points there are some deviations between the desired smooth pattern and the one that the antenna would actually produce. In order to get a perfect match between the desired and actual patterns, an infinite number of radiators would be necessary. This is not possible, so the designer must compromise between what is achievable, with the given antenna size, and what would be optimum for the given situation.

The next design consideration is the practicality of the calculated phase and current distribution along the antenna. In some cases,
the required phase and amplitude
distribution is extremely difficult to
realize. The designer must estimate
the practically achievable phase and
current distribution and try for the
best compromise between that
dictated by theory and achievable
in practice. After the estimate has
been made, information again is
fed into the computer and the pattern of
this physically realizable
antenna array is calculated and
compared to the desired pattern.

Several iterations may be needed
before an acceptable compromise is
found. This is analogous to pro-
ducing a required wave form with
the utilization of sine waves of
various amplitude, phase, and
harmonic distribution. The number
of radiating elements would be
analogous to the number of har-
monics present, etc. To approxi-
mate, for example, a square wave, a
great number of harmonics are
necessary. The greater the number
of harmonics present, the more
faithful approximation of a square
wave is possible. This is one reason
why Andrew had decided to utilize

**Design**

The actual design of this antenna
consisted of three phases:

**Phase I**

Phase I was the theoretical phase
during which, by the pattern syn-
thesis technique and use of a
computer, the antenna design was
finalized. Phase and amplitude
distribution to all radiating ele-
ments were calculated and checked
to confirm that the desired para-

deters could be achieved in the
practical sense. In order to estab-
lish tolerances, the patterns of this
antenna array were calculated with
various degrees of phase and ampi-

tude error. In this manner, the
required degree of accuracy with
which these important antenna
parameters had to be held, was
predicted.

**Phase II**

In order to double-check the
calculations, a four-to-one scale
model of this antenna was con-
structed. The patterns of the scale
model were recorded and examined
very carefully for any undesired
perturbation, possible design errors,
constructional difficulties, and the
effect of the radome on antenna
impedance and pattern character-
istics, etc. The scale model also
served in establishing tuning
procedures and methods and
gathering information about the
antenna impedance. The effects of
the supporting structure and the
top, middle, and bottom supporting
steel plates were also examined
from both the impedance and
radiation patterns point of view.

**Phase III**

After the design information had
been gathered, the actual antenna
construction began. Scaling of all
the physical antenna parameters,
from the four-to-one to the full-
size model, had been carefully
examined for pitfalls. Conductivity
and dielectric constant of antenna
materials cannot be easily scaled.

The full-size antenna was sub-
divided into three segments; two
eight-slot traveling-wave arrays and
four-slot standing-wave array. The
four-slot standing-wave array acts
as the load for the traveling-wave
portion of the antenna. In this
manner, all the power is radiated,
and none is wasted by simply
heating a load. Once the antenna
segments were constructed, the
phase and amplitude distribution of
each slot on each antenna section
was measured with a vector volt-
meter. Both phase and amplitude
parameters can be brought well
within tolerances by a slight tuning
on each radiating element.

After the radiating elements had
been adjusted within specifications,
the entire antenna assembly was
moved to the pattern range and
elevation patterns were recorded to
confirm that the desired radiation
pattern had been met. Pattern tests
proved the antenna to be acceptable
without any modifications whatso-
ever. The theoretical versus actual
pattern match was better than
±1dB at all elevation angles of
interest. The specifications had
been exceeded in all cases as is
shown in Figure 4.

**Environmental Protection**

The Channel 58 antenna is
entirely enclosed in a 12-inch dia-
meter, 28-foot long fiberglass
radome. The radome serves a dual
function. First, it protects the
antenna from the elements, keeps
moisture out, and keeps ice and
snow from accumulating on the
radiating elements, etc. Secondly,
the radome functions as a struc-
tural member. It provides mechani-
cal support for the entire antenna
assembly. The antenna floats inside
the radome and the entire radiating
section is supported by the bottom
plate attached to the radome.

As Mount Wilson is relatively
high, ice formation and snowfall

---
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Broadcast Engineering
1014 Wyandotte
Kansas City, Mo.
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Not just equipment, but live journalism.

We supply you with portable TV pick-up links, mobile van links and back pack camera links in all FCC allocated microwave frequency bands.

So you get fast site-to-studio transmission that's just right for on-air production processing or video tape storage.

And all our equipment is backed by 20 years of experience making components and subassemblies that are part of over 3,000 systems in 50 countries.

At Microwave, we're working to help you bring the world closer together.

From 500-watt to 50-kW models, all Harris/Gates AM transmitters offer 125% positive peak modulation capability. At full output power.

Now you can increase the impact of your signal without increasing distortion or transmitter carrier power. With 125% capability, you get 2 dB more audio power in the positive peak. An important edge in highly competitive markets.

From the 50,000-watt to the 500-watt model, Harris/Gates AM transmitters now offer 125% positive peak modulation capability at full power.

For more information on the transmitter for your operation, write Harris Corporation, Gates Broadcast Equipment Division, Quincy, Illinois 62301.

The second heat producing mechanism is the $I^2R$ losses in the unit itself. The radiating section of this antenna consists of approximately 26 feet of 6-1/8-inch coaxial line with slots, coupling devices, etc. Due to simple RF heating of these components, a total loss of about 0.1 dB occurs. This amounts to approximately 600-800 watts of heating power which contributes to elevating the antenna temperature over ambient. As the radome surrounds the entire antenna assembly, the heat, produced by loss in the radiating segment, conducts through the radome material and serves to heat the radome surface.

This de-icing method was put to an excellent test. The top of Mount Wilson has had, during the winter of 73-74, possibly the worst snow and ice conditions in 15 years. According to reports, the Channel 58 antenna had been affected to only a very slight degree, as far as VSWR is concerned, and visual
inspection of the antenna revealed only a minor accumulation of snow on the radome. This is contrasted with conditions on nearby antennas which were heavily iced and snow packed, and exhibited a corresponding change in mismatch due to de-tuning of the antenna elements by ice and snow deposits.

**Summary**

The Channel 58 antenna has a gain of 15.7 dB over a dipole. This, in conjunction with the 55 kW transmitter used in the system, provides an effective radiated power of approximately 2 million Watts. The antenna provides a smooth pattern coverage from the horizon down to the -15 degrees depression angle, which is more than sufficient to serve even the closest inhabited areas under Mount Wilson. The coverage area of the azimuth pattern shape extends roughly to San Bernardino, Riverside, Newport Beach, Santa Monica, the San Fernando Valley, with provision made for a small backlobe which allows a CATV system to pick up Channel 58 broadcasts in the Lancaster area.

The antenna was designed to handle 55 kW of transmit power and utilizes a 6-1/8-inch coaxial input with a 75-Ohm impedance. The input VSWR is better than 1.1 and ranges from 1.07 to 1.05 over the 6-MHz Channel 58 frequency range. Physically, the antenna is approximately 28 feet long and 12 inches in diameter, weighing approximately 550 pounds.

The antenna was designed to handle 55 kW of transmit power and utilizes a 6-1/8-inch coaxial input with a 75-Ohm input impedance. The input VSWR is better than 1.1 and ranges from 1.07 to 1.05 over the 6-MHz Channel 58 frequency range. Physically, the antenna is approximately 28 feet long and 12 inches in diameter, weighing approximately 550 pounds. It is entirely protected from the elements by a pressurizable radome with a maximum pressure rating of 10 lb/sq. in. The radome is de-iced by RF losses and its shape which vastly simplifies the de-icing problem. In addition, this design lends itself to excellent pattern control. Pattern control, in turn, permits optimum coverage with the highest possible gain.

October, 1974
61 changes later
Son of 36 grand
Still looks the same.

Son-of-a-gun!

We're forever making our products better.
Better in all kinds of ways that affect overall
sound reproduction and performance. Not to
mention value and economy.
At Auditronics we're never satisfied with
something just merely good. Grandson, not
quite a year old, is undergoing this same
evolution. Auditronics PEQ-82, Program
Equalizer, still looks the same, but inside there's
more performance and value.
Auditronics products are the work of perpetual
progress. Shouldn't you have this working for
you? Call or write today.

auditronics, inc.
P.O. Box 12637 • Memphis, Tenn. 38112 • (901) 276-6338
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Swiss performance at American prices has made the ELECTRO SOUND 505 the new standard of the tape recording world.

It isn’t surprising when you consider the Electro Sound tradition of excellence and high reliability that has made us the world’s leading manufacturer of professional high-speed tape duplicators. It certainly isn’t surprising when precision performance like that of the ES-505 comes at one half the price of the most expensive European and domestic machines.

Why has the ES-505 met with instant acceptance the world over? Because of modest price coupled with “operator engineered” features found nowhere else. Like a disappearing headgate for easy editing and cleaning. A built-in audio oscillator to speed alignment and testing. Optical motion sensing to prevent tape damage. Improved timing accuracy. Extremely low wow and flutter. And the time-proven reliability of disc brakes and a replaceable capstan idler, both developed originally for our tape duplicators.

Add to this an optional third reel to simplify tape handling and the world’s only 1½ year extended parts warranty and you have reasons enough for the success of the Electro Sound ES-505.

Send for a brochure and all the specs. You’ll like what you see.

ELECTRO SOUND®
725 Kifer Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-6600

International distribution by Audiomatic Corporation:
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
4, rue Ficatier
92400 Courbevoie
France (Paris)

Latin American export by Telemérica, Incorporated:
25 West 43rd Street
New York, NY 10036

October, 1974
By Todd A. Boettcher

All too frequently, as audio engineers, we are caught up in the hum-drum world of routine, especially when fulfilling daily broadcast requirements. What we fail to recognize is that, with just a little extra effort, we can realize the goal of being truly "professional" audio engineers.

What do I mean by this? Webster defines "professional" as someone "conforming to the technical or ethical standards of a profession or an occupation regarded as such." This means that, as audio engineers, we must have the practical working knowledge necessary to use the tools of our trade: microphones, mixers, turntables, tape recorders, etc. That should be taken for granted. We've all had some training to provide us with the engineering basics and most of us have had enough practical experience to get the job done right without too much lost time.

But Webster continues: a professional is "one who engages in anything professionally." Thus, to be truly professional, a professional attitude about our work is mandatory. Sure, we can get by doing in-house production and even some commercial production by just going through the motions. Is that what you really want, though? I think not.

To be really effective, you need the unbending desire to give your all to every production session, and to show your client, whether outside commercial agency or in-house promotion assistant, that you will give them the best product they could find anywhere. Make it a standard operating procedure to show your willingness to do more than is expected of you.

In essence, we are combining the Biblical golden rule "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you" with Dale Carnegie's book How to Win Friends and Influence People. You may chuckle to yourself at first, but this psychology pays rich dividends. With a
Let's say you need a cart machine that will do a basic job... record and play mono tapes in the "A" size cartridge and stop automatically on the 1 kHz cue tone. Never before has a manufacturer offered so much to assure the excellent performance and long-lasting operation you have every right to expect.

Our new PD-II Series could be the smartest cart machine buy you ever made. We don't claim the lowest price on the market, but when you consider the long life expectancy, minimum maintenance, the many exclusive features and outstanding performance, the PD-II becomes a sure thing in the "best buy" category.

The PD-II Series includes a combination of important features found nowhere else in the economy priced field. Examples: A direct drive capstan motor, 1/2 inch aluminum deck, an air-damped solenoid, plug-in printed circuit cards, micro-adjust head assembly, adjustable tape guides and no lubrication required. Each and every feature is designed to deliver quiet, accurate and long-lasting performance. And the units are so compact that three may be mounted side-by-side in a 19 inch rack.

There's no longer any need to compromise on performance for the sake of a low price. The PD-II will deliver a fantastic job year after year and is certain to become a favorite in hundreds of broadcast stations across the Nation. For complete information, call us collect at 309-828-1381.
friendly and willing attitude, you can learn much more quickly what the client **really** wants. The session will go more smoothly, and chances are that the outside client will remember this pleasant atmosphere and will want to return for future sessions. This is rewarding to you as the audio engineer, in that the client recognizes your professionalism. It’s rewarding to your station because your professionalism is increasing the station’s revenue.

If you can establish a friendly, helpful, understanding philosophy of life, your associates, fellow workers and clients will value their time with you. Tact, diplomacy and protocol are words usually associated with the higher levels of government, but they are just as important for us all to practice them in our daily contacts with clients. Keeping the production area neat and clean is a courtesy to your client. It doesn’t take much to empty an ashtray or remove discarded soda bottles before the next client enters. Put yourself into the client’s shoes. What kind of an impression would your facility make? Good, I hope!

I can’t stress enough how very important it is to have adequate pre-session coordination with the client. Is multi-track needed? Variable speed? Fifteen dubs to go at the end of the session? (Now is the time to make sure there is an adequate supply of raw tape on hand.) What about the talent? One or two voices for a talk-over, or a live band with chorus? It’s lot easier to know ahead of time so that adequate equipment and materials are available at session time. Provide a place for the client to prepare himself before session time: a desk with a telephone extension, a coat rack, some paper and pencils. Unless it’s a live music session, the client will probably need access to the station’s music library: He should have a place where he can audition records for music beds and sound effects. The more services you can offer the client, the more likely he is to return for future sessions.

Of course, having clients return for future sessions also depends on your technical competence and creativity. When a client enters your production facility, he assumes that you know how to operate all your equipment and that all your equipment is operating. Don’t disappoint him or all your good intentions won’t count!

What about those live music sessions? Do you like music? What kind of training do you have to qualify you to adequately do a music pickup? Have you had any formal music education? Basic music appreciation? Can you read or even follow a musical score? An engineer who can read a score can be an invaluable asset to the session producer. You will be better able to anticipate level changes and orchestration changes, and that’s saving several takes through your expanded professional abilities. This means money, because lost takes can mean extra musicians’ wages.

Music is created by playing musical instruments. Can you recognize the wide variety of instruments used by looking at them or by listening to them? More importantly, do you understand how the different instruments produce their sounds, so that you will have some logical starting point for microphone placement? Do you understand the concepts of musical balance and harmony? This is essential if you want to be an effective mixing engineer. Just as importantly even for experienced mixing engineers, do you know how the instruments, bands, orchestras, groups or vocalists sound live? If you are used to only listening through microphones and monitor speakers, how can you effectively use EQ or produce a natural musical balance?

Formal audio education in the United States has been quite limited compared to other electronic specializations until recently. Other than covering the basics of sound and providing a basic understanding of what microphones, mixing consoles, turntables and tape recorders are supposed to do, anything further was picked up by the students’ own initiative.
NOW!

Japan’s finest professional recorders and duplicators are available for fast delivery

Otari—Japan’s largest manufacturer of professional recorders and duplicators—has now established an American subsidiary company to handle distribution and service of its products in the U.S.

This means that Japan’s finest professional recorders and duplicators are now available for fast delivery from our complete stock in the San Francisco area to dealers and professional users all over the country. What’s more, all Otari products are completely checked out against specifications after arrival at our U.S. facility and are fully backed by a comprehensive parts inventory and a service depot staffed by factory technicians.

Otari’s product line includes a full range of professional recorders, high speed cartridge and cassette duplicators, in-cassette duplicators, duplicator quality control monitoring machines, tape winders and cassette tailoring machines.

Typical of Otari’s products is the ¼ or ½-inch MX-7000 professional recorder shown here. The MX-7000 is a rugged field-proven machine with some of the best flutter and frequency response specs in the industry. It’s already in wide use in broadcast stations, recording studios, and educational institutions throughout the world. Or consider Otari’s new MX-5050 MINI-PRO recorder, little brother to the MX-7000. The MINI-PRO is a full-capability professional machine that’s been scaled down in size but not in performance, features, or reliability.

Call Otari for a demonstration. We believe you’ll find that the MX-7000 and MX-5050—as well as the other fine Otari recorders and duplicators now available in the U.S.—offer an unbeatable combination of performance, reliability, and economy.

OTARI CORPORATION
981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, California 94070
(415) 593-1648
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High Blood Pressure is a Joke.

...a bad joke. High blood pressure—doctors call it hypertension—is a silent, mysterious disease. It cripples and kills without warning. One in seven adult Americans has it, and half don't know it. There are no special symptoms, but when your blood pressure goes up and stays up, it's no laughing matter. Untreated, it can lead to heart attack, stroke and kidney failure. This year alone, 900,000 will die from these diseases. Your doctor can detect hypertension, and can usually control it. So get a checkup. And follow your doctor's orders. No one else can do it for you. Right? Meanwhile, the Heart Association is working hard to learn what causes hypertension and how it can be cured... to find people with high blood pressure and get them under treatment. We're doing it through research, education and community programs. Your contribution to the Heart Fund will keep us working. No joke.

For information about High Blood Pressure—ask your Heart Association.

Give Heart Fund 🗺️

Contributed by the Publisher
Fortunately, this is changing. The state of the audio art is becoming sophisticated to the point that formal programs for audio engineers are necessary. Yet, we are still far behind Europe in providing a truly comprehensive formal program for training “professional” audio engineers. Started in Germany in 1946 (after the suggestion by composer Arnold Schoenberg) and since spreading throughout Europe, the Tonmeister (sound master) program provides an integrated four-year music and engineering course culminating in the degree of Bachelor of Music (Tonmeister). In this major, music and sound engineering courses compliment each other. The result is a well-rounded graduate with practical as well as theoretical experience.

Just as a good working rapport is necessary with the client, so is it necessary with the talent. Inexperienced talent will welcome your moral support and encouragement, as long as it is given diplomatically. Although the talent is working for the session producer (your client), you may be able to offer suggestions at times that will help the session continue to a successful completion. Experienced talent will appreciate your technical abilities to the extent that an errorless engineering performance will mean a quicker completion of the session. Some tactful flattery may be an icebreaker, but talent is massed concerned that the final recorded product is representative of their abilities. Regardless of their experience or abilities, talent should always be given full attention during takes, so that they will desire to perform well for your session.

In conclusion, when a client walks into your production session, he expects you to be technically proficient. He expects that you will be able to provide him with a quality product with essentially no production problems and no lost time. This is basic, and should be the regular result of your education and experience. What the client and talent deserve, but don’t always get in modern business, is professionalism—ours. Just as important as our technical capabilities are tact, diplomacy, kindness, going beyond the call of duty, having an active interest in the session, and old-fashioned common courtesy. The client and talent should always be treated like VIP’s, regardless of your personal feelings toward them or your personal moodiness. Remember, when they are working with you, You represent the production facility, You represent the station, You represent the station management, and Your capabilities and attitudes will determine whether they come back again.

Speaking financially, we all want a portion of the advertising revenue pie. A friendly greeting and a “professional” attitude may just give your station a little extra dessert.

A special report on the 1480 waveform monitor

TEKTRONIX has developed a new waveform monitor, and we think it significant enough to be included in an early edition for introduction to the industry. For further information, refer to our New Products section.

The Editor

The 1480's are all new, with new amplitude measuring accuracy and many unique operating modes that enable you to work more precisely and accurately. But before going further let's get a question out of the way now. Are the 1480's replacements for the 529? Yes, where you used a 529 (or 527), one of the 1480 Series will slide in and you're ready to operate. But these new monitors are quite a bit more than just a replacement.

Have you ever had to turn the lights down or shade a CRT with your hand to see a particular VIT Signal? That is not necessary with the new 1480 Series because the CRT is bright. So bright that one VIT Signal, selected out of four fields, can be seen with ease even in a well-lighted area. This solution to VITS display problems required the

Fig. 1 In this photo the sensitivity has been reduced below normal operating values to show how offset places the top of one display on the same level as the bottom of another display of the same signal. Since the top and bottom line up, the signal equals the offset standard.
TV's newest "spectacular" will be pre-
ferred by CMX Systems in Hollywood
and New York in a few days.
The feature attraction is a full-blown
demonstration of our new System/50
stand-alone computer assisted video tape
editing system utilizing the new Sony
2650 3/4" videocassette. A show biz first!
A very special highlight of each presenta-
tion is a full "hands-on" opportunity for
you to actually create frame accurate
cuts, dissolves, wipes and keys. You can
preview edits, or re-edit previously edited
material and much, much more. These
edit decisions may be auto-assembled
on any on-line System/300.
SPECIAL NOTE: Each session will be
limited to a small group... reservations
are advised. For information:

HOLLYWOOD: Call Bryan Hickox at
(213) 980-7927
NEW YORK: Call Murray Bevitz at
(212) 371-1122
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
CMX Systems, an ORROX company,
635 Vaqueros Avenue, Sunnyvale,
California 94086, (408) 245-8450
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design of a new, and very high light-output, cathode-ray-tube with fine spot size. But the bright CRT is just one of the unique features of the 1480 Series.

In recognition of the need for more accuracy the 1480's provide several advanced measurement modes. In these modes the 1480's gives the engineer the capacity to make amplitude measurements with accuracy approaching 0.2 percent. In one mode, a precision display offset is used. A proven video measurement technique, offsetting displays with an amplitude standard, is an easy-to-use method that achieves accuracy by eliminating parallax and transfer errors. Transfer errors are eliminated because the engineer compares his signal to a precise one Volts standard rather than to graticule calibration.

Measurements made with comparison techniques also have a high order of consistency and repeatability. When the signal precisely matches the standard, the signal amplitude will be determined to the value and accuracy of the offset. The tolerance of the internal calibration signal used as the standard is 0.2 percent.

**Resolving Power**

Resolving power is an important factor in achieving very accurate amplitude measurement results. The 1480's provide great resolving power through calibrated five times expansion of the vertical display. Expansion not only means that signal and standard comparison is more precise, it means that the difference (errors) between signal and standard are of the order of one millivolt and are easier to see and to measure.

Use of the greater resolution of the five times expansion is facilitated by a vernier position control. With this control any portion of a standard amplitude signal can be positioned on screen and then examined in detail. Zero point two percent amplitude standard, 5X expansion, offset comparison; and fine CRT spot size.

**Waveform Overlay**

Another feature is the accurate comparison technique. TEKTRONIX calls this technique overlay or sweep foldback. The 1480's can actually overlay a later segment of a display on the earlier segment of a display on the other segment. Superimposing waveforms over other waveforms allows exact comparison of levels. With overlay, the elements of complex vertical interval test signals can be compared. Add the extra resolving power of five times vertical expansion with precision offset, and the overlay mode reaches it's full potential.

Many television measurements require the filtering of some components from the composite signal. For example, luminance signal rejection by 3.58 MHz or 4.43 MHz filters for differential gain measurements. A selection of filters is provided in the 1480's; including low pass, 1RE, and a new one for staircase linearity measurements called differentiated staircase.

These selectable filters, five altogether, sometimes are not enough for a specialized or unique measurement requiring a special filter. Insert that filter between the auxiliary video output and auxiliary input provided. This function allows the addition of any filter, or other devices, without breaking into the program line. The auxiliary video input and output are buffered by amplifiers to provide a precise 75 Ohm source and load.

Another use of the auxiliary mode is to determine Chrominance-Luminance Gain and Delay inequalities with the convenient TEKTRONIX 1478 Calibrated Chrominance Level Corrector. Again this measurement can be switched in any time without the inconvenience of disconnecting the program line.

The overlay mode allows overlay...
Now that the FCC have approved the use of a 25 microsecond characteristic on Dolby transmission, more and more FM stations will be taking advantage of this ruling to effect even better quality for their listeners.

Obviously now, more than ever, source quality is of paramount importance and in tape the Revox/Dolby B is the obvious answer.

Already most manufacturers of automated programming equipment have come to rely on Revox—such prestigious names as Schafer Electronics Corporation, CCA, Gates Division of Harris-Intertype, Sparta Electronics Corporation, IGM/NTI and SMC Systems Marketing Incorporated (Sonomag) all employ Revox tape recorders as an integral part of their installations.

If your application depends on ultra-reliable, high performance and outstanding signal to noise, shouldn’t you be using Revox too?

“More proof that Revox delivers what all the rest only promise.”

As for the headphones, they are in a class by themselves. The heart of the DT48 is a heat-formed aluminum membrane to which a moving coil is attached. This assembly is mounted within a housing machined from solid aluminum which also contains a high powered magnet held in a machine-cut thread. The back cover is engineered to such tolerance that a perfect hermetic seal results. By whatever criteria headphones are measured . . . extended response, low distortion, sensitivity, dynamics, the DT48 is so clearly superior to all the rest that you will be able to critically monitor and evaluate your recording quality and balance better than ever before.

In fact, the DT48 is designated by the German Standards Bureau as the preferred audiometric standard.

“Another innovation from Beyer Dynamic, the microphone people.”

Together or separately, our remarkable Silent Partners will open your ears to recording and broadcasting possibilities you never knew existed. Your nearest professional Revox/Beyer dealer will be delighted to arrange an introduction. Once you have met them, you will wonder how you ever did without them.

Revox in England: Lamb House, Church Street, Chiswick, London W4 2PB. Revox Sales & Service in Canada.
Revox International: Regensdorf 8105 ZH Althardstrasse 14B, Switzerland.
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The
Mod One
Is The
Flexible One

Start With The Console Format You Need Now, Expand Later.

Modular design lets you select a wide range of input modules and plug-in amplifier cards as you grow. 10 mixing positions with up to 30 inputs. Modern vertical faders; silent operating switches; state-of-the-art circuitry. Custom features and options with off-the-shelf availability. Monaural, stereo, or quad. Meets all FCC - AM and FM standards. UREI quality, of course. Available through your UREI dealer.

of waveforms for exact comparison ...one of the advances in timebase functions incorporated in the 1480's. Also included is the introduction of digital selection of field and line as well as a number of other improvements in making measurements related to assuring positive identification of displayed information. For example, when selecting line 18 of field 2, it is certain that what you will see is line 18, field 2. Digital techniques will not allow an incorrect selection.

Variable line selection of other lines is provided for full field signal analysis. The new 15-line mode is provided for working with quadruplex VTR's. In all line selection modes a line intensifying strobe is provided with video for picture monitor displays. A second line strobe output is provided to strobe 520 Series Vectorscopes, etc. Two field displays on the 1480 are also intensified to help locate the line or lines selected.

With Quad Machines

With the new 15-line mode, the 1480's are well suited to examine head-by-head the performance of a quadruplex video tape recorder. Timebase instability, jitter, distorted sync pulses, missing sync pulses, and field time distortions can be displayed and measured without the conflicting pattern of signals from other heads. In addition the line strobe output from the 1480 is useful in selecting just the signal from any one head for measurements on a TEKTRONIX 520 Series Vectorscope. That makes it possible to measure chrominance phasing, differential phase and differential gain and video signal to noise ratio.

In transmitter applications, any field rate phase modulation that can cause hue shift. For example, right after vertical blanking can be seen on a TEKTRONIX Vectoroscope. Again the line strobe is used to select the vector or vectors of interest.

Graticules

Graticules? Two of them are provided. One, internal and illuminated, is used for most applications. An internal graticule is ex-
ternal and can be easily changed, a feature useful for special applications. The external graticule is illuminated by a separate system with a control that turns the internal one off — getting it out of sight so only the external one can be seen. A selection of optional external graticules will be made available for 625/60 and 525/60 standards.

While we worked on factors affecting display, we added new focus and brightness controls that automatically compensate when changing display rates. Switch from two field to a faster timebase, intensity and focus are automatically reset to an optimum level. That makes this monitor convenient to use, since CRT controls do not need readjustment in normal operations.

Other improvements include slow DC Restoration which will display any hum present or a new mode (fast) to filter out hum so that measurements can be made more accurately. Also selectable are backlight or sync tip DC Restoration. Also a DC coupled input mode is provided for measuring diode demodulator output, and other applications.

**Probe Option**

Did you ever want to use the special abilities of a waveform monitor in a high impedance or where loop thru is inconvenient? The 1480's make convenient high impedance probing available with a Probe Option. This Option provides an input that accepts most TEKTRONIX probes.

As a part of this option, a probe compensation waveform test point is provided. A ten-times amplifier keeps full screen sensitivities at 1.0 V, 0.5 V, and 0.2 V while using attenuator probes. Without probe the ten-times amplifier can be used to achieve sensitivities as high as 20 millivolts full screen for special applications such as measuring noise and residual subcarrier.

The sweep is three times faster than the 529; in 0.1 microseconds per division is the fastest sweep. Fast enough and bright enough (remember the bright CRT) to examine T pulses even in the vertical interval. The 1480's are calibra-

---

**PORTA-KIT.**

**The new lighting system for any location.**


Focusing spots (650W and 1000W) and a mini-fill light accepting 500W, 750W and 1000W lamps are the basics for your system. Revolutionary, fiberglass housing on the 650W spot offers cool-to-the-touch operation.

There are five basic Porta-Kits, completely equipped for immediate operation. For full details, call or write to: National Director of Television/Motion Picture Sales.

---

October, 1974
External sync inputs A and B are slaved to follow the signal input switch. Sync input A only operation can be used instead of slaving — remote control operation. Like the TEKTRONIX 650 Series Color Monitors ground closure logic is provided for most front panel switches, the manual will tell you how to do the cabling required — an external input is provided for the X-Axis drive in lieu of timebase (a suggested application swept signal test).

The 1485C and 1485R Multi-standard Monitors represent all eight monitors in the 1480 Series. The differences between the monitors are essentially confined to the lines selected for vertical interval examination and in the field selection modes. Multi-standard monitors recognize the signal automatically and indicate that standard with front panel indicators.

---

**NEW PRODUCTS**

**Recorder/Splice Finder Cart Machine**

The introduction of three new products from Ampro Corporation to take place at the National Radio Broadcasters' conference and Exposition was announced by Alex Meyer, President of Ampro. These products are:

- Twelve channel versions of existing rotary and slide fader consoles.
- A totally new dual stereo console with two full stereo capable output channels. This model, available in rotary fader 6, 8, 10, and 12 channel versions, can serve as a simulcast console, i.e., a mono channel for AM, stereo for FM simply by wrapping the appropriate output.
- A complete range of automatic tape cartridge recorder/reproducers incorporating a special splice finder circuit. This feature, switchable on/off, is exclusive with Ampro.

In addition, Ampro will also display its complete line of 6, 8 and 10 channel consoles and Automatic Tape Cartridge Recorder/Reproducers.
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**Turntable Preamp**

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. announces the introduction of a new Spotmaster® turntable pre-amplifier designed for the most discriminating broadcaster and sound man. Designated as the Model BE TMS, this pre-amp provides complete mono, stereo and dual channel capabilities. Its versatility is enhanced by a phase reversal switch on one channel that allows five modes of operation—mono in/mono out, stereo in/mono out, stereo in/stereo out, dual channel mono in/dual channel mono out, and single channel mono in/dual channel mono out.

The BE TMS has an output level switchable between —10, 0 and +8 dBm into a nominal 600 Ohm load. Transformer coupled output is available as an option. Gain of the pre-amp

---

**Be your own keeper.**

It would be great if we could protect you and your family from accidents, but all we can do is remind you to take time to be safe. If you want to be your brother's keeper, start with yourself.

National Safety Council

If you don't like thinking about safety, think where you'd be without it.

A reminder from the National Safety Council. A non-profit, non-governmental public service organization. Our only goal is a safer America.
is 54 dB at 1 kHz and frequency response is ±2 dB, 30 Hz to 15 kHz (RIAA) NAB. Also featured are channel separation better than 50 dB and distortion less than 0.5% at ±8 dBm.

Spotmaster's BE TMS has front panel controls for power, left and right channel gain, mono/stereo selection and right channel phase reversal.
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**Portable Video Delay Unit**

To meet the needs of TV broadcast engineers for timing studios, for special event programmes, and for connecting up outside broadcast units, Matthey has introduced the UN180 portable video delay unit.

This adjustable unit covers the range 10ns to 165ns. High reliability switches allow adjustment in 5ns steps throughout the range and a fine trim of ±4ns is provided by a screw adjustment.

Examination of a pulse and bar waveform will show minimal distortion after passing through the UN180.

Where space requires cable attachment via BNC connectors to be at the back of the unit, the UN180 may be ordered as "rear mounted".
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**Pro Tape Recorder**

A new compact professional tape recorder, said to be less than one-half the size and one-third the weight of larger, more expensive professional recorders, has been announced by Otari Corporation.

Designated the MX-5050 Mini-Pro, the new machine is believed to contain many professional features not found in this price range, while maintaining performance specifications comparable to full size professional recorders.

Among its professional features are synchronous reproduce, front panel edit control (which allows both spilling and rocking), IC digital control system with motion sensing, adjustable cueing control for audible monitoring in fast forward and rewind, optional DC capstan servo system, 15 and 7½ ips tape speeds (easily convertible to 7½ and 3 3/4), front adjustable bias, record lockout, capstan location on non-oxide side of tape, and a built in test and cue oscillator.
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**Cartridge Player Equipment**

At the NAFMB convention this year, Control Design Corporation will introduce an 80-event sequential programmer. This unit is capable of expansion to 36 audio sources.

In addition, they will show production models of this multiple cartridge player which was shown in prototype at the NAB.

The company also will introduce a new line of automatic tape cartridge machines that employ a totally new concept in head placement that is exclusive with Control Design.
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**TV Audio Console**

A new, 16-input Robins/Fairchild TV audio console, with three sub-mastertone mixing channels and two program mixing/output channels, has been announced by Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp., subsidiary of Robins Industries Corp.

Although specifically designed as a state-of-the-art television audio production or air console, the new Robins/Fairchild unit, Model 1632, is readily usable in AM and FM monaural broadcasting.

A future-expansion capability is integral to the design, with add-on units available to provide as many as

---

Exciting things are happening in the reel-to-reel market. And it's all caused by a new machine called the ITC 850 Series. Here is the result of a long series of consultations with broadcasters to determine what they most desired in a reel-to-reel machine. Then we added a few innovations of our own. Truly, the 850 Series is equipment designed specifically with the professional broadcaster in mind. Some 850 features: motion sensing, multi-function edit mode, super quiet operation, automatic tape lifters, TTL logic circuitry, capability of handling dissimilar size reels...and more too numerous to mention here. If you're in the market for something new and vastly improved in reel-to-reel, a collect call to us will reveal an interesting story that you may have been waiting to hear. Make the real move to reel-to-reel...ITC. Collect number 309-829-1381.

---

INTERNATIONAL TAPETRONICS CORPORATION
2425 South Main Street • Bloomington, Illinois 61701

Marketed exclusively in Canada by McCurdy Radio Industries Ltd., Toronto
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October, 1974
WTAM, known for its high quality signal, is first to convert to the New Calibration Standard...

STANTON'S 681 TRIPLE-E.

Larry Strasser, Chief Engineer, WTAM, New York.

Good music stations need the best broadcast cartridges for auditioning original recordings and making transfers as well as for on-the-air use.

Larry Strasser, Chief Engineer of WTAM New York, states:

"I have been impressed for years with the quality and dependability of Stanton's broadcast cartridges. Naturally I wanted the improved version for our station just as soon as it became available."

Stanton's 681 Triple-E offers improved tracking at all frequencies. It achieves perfectly flat frequency response to beyond 20 Kc. It features a stylus assembly that possesses even greater durability than had been previously thought possible to achieve. This came about because Stanton's engineers, who were deeply involved in the development of Stanton's superb discrete 4-channel cartridge, 780/4DQ, achieved certain intricate refinements and sophisticated new techniques that were equally applicable to stereo cartridge design and construction.

Each 681 Triple-E is guaranteed to meet its specifications within exacting limits, and each one boasts the most meaningful warranty possible: an individual calibration test result is packed with each unit.

Write today for further information to Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

4-Channel Programmer

A new version of the successful Quadra Que 1 programmer that features automatic tone comparison has been introduced by Spindler & Saupe, Inc., manufacturers of multi-image control equipment and professional slide projectors.

The Quadra Que 1 Model 2021 features a computer-oriented phase-lock loop design that incorporates an integrated circuit chip containing an oscillator in each of the four channels. This oscillator produces a continuous tone in both the record and playback modes. This signal is compared to the incoming tone of the tape recorder in the system, and automatically locks onto it in much the same way that automatic frequency control is accomplished in radio.

Since the frequency range of the tone can be controlled, a broad frequency variation can be accommodated. Thus, the unit is virtually immune to wow and flutter, tape speed variations and dropouts, splices or other spurious effects.

Lighting Equipment

Berkey Colortran, a division of Berkey Photo, Inc., announces its latest product development: The Berkey Beam.

Designed for theatrical applications, (Continued on page 52)

ask about our new
am fm tv monitors

Call or Write ARNO MEYER
BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
Lancaster Avenue at Dorset, Devon, Pa. 19333 Box 827
(215) 687-5550
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SPORTS Commentator Headset

Dynamic Boom Microphone; 400 OHMS, frequency range 50-15,000 Hz, sensitivity 2mV (loaded) for close speech.

Double Headphones; independently wired, 200 OHMS each, frequency range 50-15,000 Hz.

Ventilated Foam Cushions eliminate perspiration and let you hear ambient sound (optional ear enveloping cushions).

Weight 6½ oz. Practically unbreakable components. Optional cough switch.

Television Equipment Associates, Inc.
BILL PEGLER  516-628-8068
Box 1391 - BAYVILLE, N.Y. 11709

Price: $75.00
Delivery from stock
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
SECAM At The Asian Games

The French color television process, SECAM, is being used for the first time at a major international sports event outside of France to originate the Asian Games held in Tehran between September 1-16.

Under the competent direction of Mr. Milani-Nia, Technical Director for National Iranian Radio and Television (NIRT), with the assistance of Mr. Bernard Gensous of the ORTF, and Mr. David Lambert of Ampex Corporation, a huge complex of TV equipment (under a lease/purchase plan) has been assembled in Tehran and set up in time for the inaugural ceremony on September 1st.

Major color camera coverage at the venues came from six Thomson/CSF mobile vehicles and one Fernseh GMBH unit. Of the 33 color cameras at the Asian Games, 26 were the latest model Thomson TTV-1515, similar to those bought recently by CBS TV Network of New York. In addition, the ORTF had several prototype portable cameras using two plumbicons.

Five NIRT mobile vans covered some of the venues in monochrome. There were 25 black and white cameras all together between the mobile vans and the studios. Vans were moved from one venue to another as the need arose and cameras were repositioned.

The main TV installations were at the Aryamehr Sports Center’s Press building. For live programming and unilateral commentary there were two fully equipped color studios and 14 “offube” positions. Television recordings were made on twenty-five Ampex VR-1200 type VTR’s and edited with an ACR-25 cassette machine. Four HS-100 slow motion disc recorders are located at the main venues for time manipulation purposes.

Terminal equipment includes SECAM/PAL transcoders to provide an output for countries requiring PAL tapes. Several of the VTR’s have multi-standard equipment, permitting recording in both standards. All VTR’s can operate on SECAM. Distribution of eleven program channels to SECAM color receivers around the Press Center was done on VHF with up converters at each receiver to set the channel to the desired program line. Excellent color pictures were available at any desired terminal in the building for press or monitoring purposes.

Notwithstanding the fact the NIRT presently operates only a monochrome television service, they were able to mount a huge and successful effort to assemble and train over 700 Iranian technical and production personnel who operated this large installation.

100,000 V. per ft. withstand plus the strength of steel

Phillystran, the proven impregnated aramid fiber, will change your thinking about antenna guys.

Excellent weathering resistance, creep rate less than 0.1% per year. Flexibility equal to synthetic cables — excellent dynamic properties.

Phillystran cable of the same diameter and break strength is 1/5 the weight of steel cable.

Terminations — no problem. Phillystran is now being used successfully with potted and mechanical end fittings.

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK: diameters from 5/64 to 9/16 inches in most commonly used steel cable constructions. Custom cables including electromechanical on request.

PROMPT RESPONSE TO REQUESTS FOR ENGINEERING DATA.
The Berkey Beam represents a significant design innovation in theatrical lighting equipment in 30 years. The Berkey Beam is a variable spread ellipsoidal reflector framing spot light. A rack and pinion zoom focus mechanism provides a continuously variable beam angle from 24° to 43° with soft and hard edge control. A 1000 Watt Tungsten Halogen lamp in a unique optical train develops 140,000 beam candlepower. An offset radial shutter design provides 60° angular rotation anywhere in the gate, with up to 120 degrees total angular rotation between blades.

Lenses are fabricated of low expansion Borosilicate glass and supported by shock absorbing silicon rubber mounts.

A joy stick control permits rapid optical alignment. Color frames are secured by a safety latch. A pattern slot is standard and a new precision socket assures proper lamp positioning. The Berkey Beam is 20” long, 14.5” wide, 27” from top to bottom, and weighs 34 lbs.
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Vertical Interval Switcher

Video Concepts, Inc. has introduced the SEI Vertical Interval Switcher/Special Effects Generator for use in CCTV, CATV, small studio and mobile van operations.

The SEI is a 4-input, 3-buss Effects/
Dissolve switcher and teleproduction center. The three busses are arranged so that the output of the effects amplifier always enters into one of the inputs of the dissolve amplifier. The other input of the dissolve amplifier is taken from the third, or program bus, which operates in a vertical interval manner. Thus a dissolve can be made between the program bus and the output of the Special Effects Generator. In addition, a fifth push-button is provided on each bus so that the output may be either faded, wiped, or switched to black.

Additional features include six effects between A and B buses, mating with variable gray scale, external and internal keying (B bus), effects preview. The SEI is available with or without built-in 2:1 sync, in black and white, or color.

The SEI Vertical Interval Switcher is 4 3/4 inches high, 9 inches wide and 6 inches deep. It may be ordered either in a free standing, walnut grained cabinet with canted panel, or for rack mount. List price starts at $995.00.
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Color Receiver/Monitor

The new Shintron Model 909 Chromatic Color Receiver/Monitor is a 9" diagonal general purpose utility monitor/receiver. It is capable of either displaying off-the-air signal of UHF and VHF, or a live source through its BNC or UHF connections.

Compact and portable, the Model 909 Chromatic Monitor/Receiver can be used desk-top or rack mounted when combined with Model 9091 rack adaptor. Power requirements are 115 V 60 Hz or 12 V DC.

The unit comes packed with such standard accessories as an earphone, UHF antenna, AC cord, DC cord with cigarette lighter plug and smoked acrylic screen for glare reduction.
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Stereo Synthesizer

Orban/Parasound announces the availability of a new model Stereo Synthesizer. The Orban/Parasound Stereo Synthesizer, Model 245E has been designed to take any mono signal and create lifelike pseudo-stereo. Unlike many other techniques, the patented Orban/Parasound stereo synthesis technique causes no change in spectral balance, does not blur the transient definition, and adds not the slightest audible noise or distortion to the mono original. The stereo output sums back to the original mono for total/stereo compatibility.

The O/P Stereo Synthesizer creates a stereo effect by dividing the mono source signal into five frequency bands. Three of these bands are placed in one stereo output channel; the remaining two are placed in the other channel. The filters are synthesized so that the sum of the two output channels is identical to the mono input.

In addition, the sum of the powers in the left and right output channels is equal to the power in the mono input signal, guaranteeing that the stereo will have the same perceived frequency balance as the mono source.
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FM Antenna

Two new 1000 Watt per bay, circularly and horizontally polarized, FM broadcast antennas have been introduced by Phelps Dodge Communications Company.

Designated Cat. Nos. CP-1000 and HP-1000, the two new antennas are designed to fill the void which currently exists between an educational series rated at 200 Watts per bay and the standard antenna series rated at 5000 Watts per bay. Cat. Nos. CP-1000 and HP-1000 are parallel fed so that a two bay antenna is rated at 2kW, a three bay at 3kW, etc.

The radiating elements of the two new FM broadcast antennas are fabricated of 1 inch O.D. by .065 inch wall stainless steel tubing. All elements are fed with 1/2 inch - 50 Ohm corrugated copper transmission line. These lines are in turn fed from a single 7/8 inch - 50 EIA flanged power divider and matching transformer.
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Equalizer

A new low-cost modular equalizer developed by Automated Processes, Inc., 50 Marcus Drive, Melville, N.Y. 11746, has been announced.

The Model 553 Equalizer is suitable for a wide variety of applications in broadcasting, recording, film mixing, and sound reinforcement installations. The shelving type low and high frequency families of curves produce overall balance changes in the musical spectrum, while the 3 kHz mid-fre-
Jr. main chassis.

Chromatech Jr. operates by accepting two input sources of composite or non-composite NTSC video with standard synchronizing signals that are common to both video sources. The color keying signal that causes transitions between foreground and background is RGB video, provided by the foreground video source. Chromatech Jr. can be preset to gate on any desired backdrop by means of a hue control located on the remote controller.
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Subcarrier System
Compact size, excellent audio performance and versatility characterize the new Series "8" Subcarrier System was introduced by Moseley Associates, Inc., at the 1974 NAB Convention. The Series "8" consists of the Model SCG-8 Subcarrier Generator and Model SCX-8 Subcarrier Demodulator.

The Model SCG-8 Subcarrier Generator is well suited to SCA applications. With an adjustable output and built-in power supply, it may be interfaced to all direct FM exciters. The generator and demodulator are tailored as to audio response and deviation based upon carrier frequency and intended applications.

Front-panel metering is provided on both the generator and demodulator. Either automatic muting with adjustable time delay or manual carrier control is included on the SCG-8 Subcarrier Generator. Further, automatic audio output muting in the demodulator is activated should a carrier not be present.

Only 1½" (44.5 cm) of standard 19" (484 cm) rack space is occupied by the SCG-8 or SCX-8. Full mechanical shielding and filtering of all signal and power lines prevent RF interference from affecting operation. Access is gained by removal of the top cover.
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200MHz Portable Scope
A new portable oscilloscope, Model 1710B from Hewlett-Packard, has two channels with deflection factors to 5 mV/cm, sweep speeds to 1 ns/cm, and frequency response to 200 MHz. Its primary application will be in servicing computers which use ECL 10K or Schottky TTL logic. It will also be valuable in wideband analog work.

The 1710B is especially well suited for computer field service where timing measurements are critical. Calibrated sweeps are accurate to 3%, and even better, 2%, in the 100 ns/cm to 20 ms/cm range. This accuracy is specified over the full 10 cm of horizontal deflection. A X10 magnifier increases the maximum sweep speed to 1 ns/cm. Differential time measurements are accurate to 1% for most applications.
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Solid State Dual Timer
A dual electronic timer in the form of a monolithic integrated circuit has been designed and developed by Signetics Corp. for a wide range of uses, including replacement of time delay relays.

The uses of the dual timer, which is called NE/SE556, are limited only by the imagination of the user. The single timer, the 555, is being used in automobiles, home appliances, industrial control systems, and sophisticated electronic equipment...such as data systems...for simple time delay, time sequencing, pulse generation, missing pulse detection, frequency division, pulse-width modulation, and pulse-position modulation, just to name a few. One NE/SE556 will replace two 555 timers, too.

Both halves of the NE/SE556 dual timer can operate independently as well as together. They will produce fully controllable time delays between one microsecond (or, "one-millionth of a second") and one hour. Timing is adjustable over a ratio of ten to one. The dual timer can also be connected to run free, in which case each half can be set to oscillate at any frequency between 300 kilohertz and less than one pulse per hour (or, "3.6 millihertz").

Duty cycles are adjustable from 50 percent down to 0.01 percent.
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Noise Generator
The new NVU-1 Noise Generator from Vitek has an instantaneous bandwidth which covers the VHF and UHF frequency range with a power density of -15 dBmV/Hz across 75 ohms. When used with a spectrum analyzer, swept frequency measurements of amplifiers, filters, head ends or complete CATV systems may be made.
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Advertising rates in Classified Section are $1.50 per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by cash to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word. Upper case words, 30 cents each.

Minimum classified charge, $2.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding, there is an additional charge of $2.00 per insertion, to cover department number, etc., which is printed in advertising copy, and processing of replies.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or a distributor.

WANTED

WANTED: All surplus broadcast equipment especially clean A.M. & F.M. transmitters, contractors, capacitors, Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncriffe Pl. Dr. Unit 20 Toronto 17, Ont., Canada 1-374-11

EDUCATIONAL F.M., needs two FAIRCHILD TURNTABLE PREAMPS Model number 676B and also one HEWLETT PACKARD 1500 frequency and modulation monitor Model number 335B for 15 watts. Please contact, Dave Jurman Chief Eng., Radio Station WMMR, 1 Oliver Monroe Pk., Monroe, Ct. 06468 or call (203) 288-9967 10-7-44

WANTED: USED AMPEX MX-10, AM-10 AUDIO MIXER AND/OR AMPEX 602-2 TRANSISTORIZED RECORDER. TRADE GERMAN LUGERS, NAPA MEDALIST TWO ETC. ETC. ETC. $897. KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 10-7-44

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS

NEW Pups hysteresis synchronous motor HSZ 20 50-4-7K02 as used in series 400 and 500 machines. Price $29.00 each prepaid, when they order only. No COD’s. Not recommended for Tapedecaster series 600 and 700.

TAPEDECASTER TCM, INC., Box 662, Rockville, Maryland 20851 1-74-21

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505 7-77-11


NATIONAL TAPE CARTRIDGE SERVICE SPECIAL. Pressure Sensitive Labels. Fits All Cartridges. Comes in 5 Colors. Write for FREE Sample. MASTERTONE COMPANY, 1105 Maple West Des Moines, Iowa 50265. 515-274-2551 8-73-11

RAZOR BLADES. Single Edge, Tape Editing. 820/M, 25884 Highland, Cleveland, Ohio 44143. 4-74-91


NEC new in the Classified section.

Audio/visual equipment

SMITH and POWSTENKO

Broadcasting and Telecommunications Consultants

2000 N Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20036

(202) 293-7742

Joseph & Donna ROIZEN

VIDEO CONSULTANTS

International TV Systems

Marketing/Technical Writing

1429 San Marcos Circle

Mountain View, Ca. 94043

(415) 326-6103/967-1263

Applied Video Electronics, Inc.

STUDIO SYSTEMS DESIGN AND INSTALLATION, REFINISHING, MODIFYING COLOR CAMERAS AND QUADRUPLE VIDEO TAPE RECODERS.

Post Office Box 28

Brunswick, Ohio 44212

Phone (216) 225-4443

ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS

CONSULTING & ENGINEERING

250 West 57th Street

New York, New York 10019

(212) 246-3967

A. F. ASSOCIATES, INC.

Consulting and Engineering

TV-CATV-AM-FM

Specialists in systems designs and quadruplex video tape recorders.

415 Stevens Ave., Ridgewood, N. J. 07450

(201) 487-0096

W. H. BRADLEY, P.E.

Consulting Radio Engineer

Engineering Applications & Field Engineering

Phone: 916-245-0444

300 West 41 Street

SAND SPRINGS, OKLAHOMA, 74063

AUDIO/VISUAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANT

System Design, Sound, Background Music

Intercom, CCTV, CATV, ETV, MATV, 1st Phone, Supervise and coordinate installations.

W. Crutek Engineering Co.

P.O. Box 255

Duarte, Ca. 91010
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HELP WANTED (CONT.)

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER: An Education facility with sophisticated learning environment needs and electronic engineer to organize, maintain, and manage an effective program for quality electronic systems performance. This would include maintaining and calibrating electronic equipment, assist in the planning and design of new electronic facilities, and supervise the operation of the system. Bachelors degree or equivalent. Contact: Director, Mayer Teaching Center, University of Southern California, School of Medicine, 2025 Zonal Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90033. 213-222-4319. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TR22, Low band; Color, no monitor bridge, but can provide monitor/VFO line, make offer, Paul Alciatore (504) 522-6211.

CONTROL ROOM, STUDIO CABINETRY—DYMA specializes in enclosures for broadcast equipment and talent oriented studio furniture and accessories. DYM A, R1, 1 Box 91, Taos, New Mexico 87571.

PHILLIPS MD MIXING CONSOLE 16-in 4-out, switchable sensitivity line/mic. Vertical slide at left, Echo Send and Return levels. Post and Pre Echo Select, 8 equalizers. Tackback, monitor switching, mono output, all connections UA type connectors. Contact T. Kulchar, TPC Inc., 445 Melwood Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 (412) 682-2300. 10-74-11

1 MFD 30 KV FILTER CONDENSERS $125.00 EACH. 30 KVA 3 PHASE MOTOR DRIVEN POWER STATIONS $350.00 EACH. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., 3233 CONTI ST., NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119.

ANTENNA, FM COLLINS 6 bay tuned to 101.3 used 16 months a $200.00. 512-863-6301. Box 190 Corpus Christi, TX 78403. 10-74-31

SERVICES

BROADCAST CRYSTALS, Frequency change, repair or replacement of oven types, and other vacuum types. A wise engineer keeps a dependable spare crystal handy. If you don't have one contact us. Repair and recalibration service for AM and FM frequency monitors, 30 year experience. Call us—we will wire you. 371-9100. Detroit, Michigan. 9-74-01


FRENCH ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. TV and Radio general service including electrical contracting, TV and Radio Engineering; over 25 years experience. CALL US—WE WILL WIRE YOU. 371-9100. Detroit, Michigan. 9-74-01

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO., Precision frequency measurements since 1932. Local and mobile service covering entire midwest plus. Test instruments, counters, monitors repaired and certified. Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063. (816) 524-3777. 9-74-11

HELP WANTED (CONT.)


EARN YOUR ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. G. B. Bill approved. For live brochure, write Grantham School of Engineering, Information Desk, 2000 Stoner Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. 8-72-11

If you don't like thinking about safety, think you might be without it.

BROADCAST ENDORSEMENT and third phone preparation on cassettes. Illustration book includes current FCC-type exams. Radio License Preparation, 10600 Duncan, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. 10-74-11

CB RADIO — Earn money in your spare time servicing CB radios. Learn how by purchasing our specialized Course. For brochure, write to CB Radio Repair Course, Inc., Dept. BE-10, 531 North Ann Arbor, Oklahoma City, OK. 73127. 10-74-11


SITUATIONS WANTED

FIRST PHONE. Advanced Class Ham. 23, Engineering in Radio and Television. Looking for Board Work Switching and Maintenance. Ben Thomas, 2400 Dutton, Pago, Texas 76706. 10-74-11

TRAINING

HELP WANTED (CONT.)


1 MFD 30 KV FILTER CONDENSERS $125.00 EACH. 30 KVA 3 PHASE MOTOR DRIVEN POWER STATIONS $350.00 EACH. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., 3233 CONTI ST., NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119.

ANTENNA, FM COLLINS 6 bay tuned to 101.3 used 16 months a $200.00. 512-863-6301. Box 190 Corpus Christi, TX 78403. 10-74-31

SERVICES

BROADCAST CRYSTALS, Frequency change, repair or replacement of oven types, and other vacuum types. A wise engineer keeps a dependable spare crystal handy. If you don't have one contact us. Repair and recalibration service for AM and FM frequency monitors, 30 year experience. Call us—we will wire you. 371-9100. Detroit, Michigan. 9-74-01


FRENCH ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. TV and Radio general service including electrical contracting, TV and Radio Engineering; over 25 years experience. Call us—we will wire you. 371-9100. Detroit, Michigan. 9-74-01

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO., Precision frequency measurements since 1932. Local and mobile service covering entire midwest plus. Test instruments, counters, monitors repaired and certified. Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063. (816) 524-3777. 9-74-11

HELP WANTED

MOVE UP from your present job in broadcast engineering. We handle all engineering jobs and openings coast to coast. Send full resume confidentially now. The AMPS Agency, 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 6200, Los Angeles, Calif. 90028. Tel: (213) 662-7301. 8-73-41

TELEVISION ENGINEERS NEEDED. Openings for licensed and unlicensed engineers having television broadcast experience. All-color operation. For more information, contact: University of Missouri, Personnel Service, 309 Hitt Street, Columbia, Missouri 65201. Phone: (314) 882-4221. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 10-74-11

'MINIMUM THREE YEARS' experience VTR engi- neer for all duties including recording, editing, monitoring, and related duties. Opening also exists for Master Control Operator. Applicants must hold FCC First Class license. Send resume to: CB Radio, J. J. L. Personel Director, W5HOB, Educational Foundation, 125 Western Avenue, Boston, MA 02134. W5BHT is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 10-74-11

Tomorrow could also be the last day of the rest of your life.
Studio equipment home shopping guide

In the world of the professional sound engineer, advance follows advance, and new product follows new product. Bring yourself up-to-date with the Shure Professional Products Catalog, 24 pages of Shure products to make your job easier: the SM61 Microphone, beautiful to look at and virtually immune to noise in hand-held applications... the SMT Microphone, with built-in, visually monitored, response tailoring... the ultra-versatile SM53 Microphone, with its own system of accessories... the SE30 Gated Compressor/Mixer, for "hands-free" gain riding... the SC35C Phono Cartridge, the first cartridge optimized in design especially for on-the-air playback... and the incomparable V-15 Type III Phono Cartridge! For your own copy of the catalog No. AL 312, write:

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204

In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Limited

For More Details Circle (52) on Reply Card
EIMAC provides reliability year after year—and now offers a 3,000 hour warranty.

For years, the industry-wide standard warranty for power grid tubes has been 1,000 hours.

For years, the operating lifetimes of EIMAC tubes have exceeded this warranty — reducing down-time and boosting on-the-air time in thousands of transmitters. So, EIMAC offers a new warranty policy for 81% of all standard power grid tubes; 3,000 hours/1 year, with prorated adjustment from 300 to 3,000 hours. Failure during the first 300 hours results in complete replacement.

This warranty is a direct result of reliability that has been built into every EIMAC product for the past 40 years. Our 3,000 hour warranty stands as proof.

For details about which tube types are covered by the new warranty, contact EIMAC, Division of Varian, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Or any of the more than 30 Varian/EIMAC Electron Device Group Sales Offices throughout the world.
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